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I. SUMNARY

"Give me a library and I will build a university around it."

Benjamin Ide Wheeler--President, University of Caiifornia--1899-1920

A year we had hoped might lead to funding for an on-line information
system gave us instead budget reductions, vacant positions, reduced

library hours, and "the largest student demonstration at the University of

Arizona since the waning days of the Viet Nam War."
Reducing hours of service made possible the shift of some student hours

to support departments affected by the Library's freeze on vacant

positions. This direct and visible response to the budget reduction led

to two student sit-ins, and eventually to the restoration of 7 of the lost

18 hours. Less visible, and generating no sit-in, were 1) the loss of

$84,000 dollars from the acquisitions budget (virtually all of it from

book purchases), 2) the virtual elimination of travel funds for
professional and staff development, 3) reduction in equipment purchases to
less than 25% of the previous year, and 4) substantial reductions in

maintenance and other operational costs. About these "invisible" losses,

as Head Acquisitions Librarian Terry Fahy has noted, "Like a saguaro, the

effects of the freeze on the budget may not be seen for several years."

Hit by a budget reduction and the prospect of stable or further reduced

future budgets, the Library also faced its fourth successive year of

inflation in serial (includes journal) prices far beyond that in books.

The result: serials now consume 51% of the acquisitions budget while books

get only 34% and 15% goes for bindery and other costs. As the year came

to a close, the first phase of a serial review and cancellation project

also ended. One third of the serial list yielded $94,000 in

cancellations. If phases II and III do as well over the next two years,
cancellations will cover just one year of serials inflation. As the new

year begins a redoubled effort to review our serials list will also begin.

Our ultimate goal must be to return to and then maintain a purchasing

pattern that is divided approximately equally between serials and books.

Seven years old and counting, our incredible GEAC circulation system
with its nearly perfect record of unscheduled downtime had its first major

"head crash" this year and was out of service for more than 24 hours.
This is a taste of things to come. If we cannot replace it soon, simple

wear will take its toll and the loss of circulation services for long

periods of time will be a regular occurrence.
Despite the financial difficulties, some very good things happened this

year. The long-awaited groundbreaking for a new Center for Creative
Photography occurred in May. Our most pressing space need, the Music
Collection, saw relief in the future as it was included for optimum square
footage in the final plans for a new Fine Arts building. We neared

approval for major expansion of our second-most pressing need, Special

Collections. With major support from the Southwest Folklore Center in its
production, KUAT's "Grand Canyon Cowboys" won a Best of the West award.
Our INNOVACQ serials and acquisitions system came up to full utilization

through the Junoesque efforts of Serials and Acquisitions Department

staffs. And we were able to change our Regional Documents Depository
status to selective thereby reducing the growth of our U.S. documents

collection substantially without reducing its research and service value.

This will put off, by a year or two, the day when government documents

begin to litter our aisles instead of only our shelves.



At the national level: We were a test site for a Chinese/Japanese/Korean
cataloging system and determined to buy the necessary equipment just as

soon as funds are available. We will be participating this year in the

National Agricultural Library's Text Digitizing Project as a cost-sharing

participant. And the efforts of Manuscript Librarian Roger Myers have

restored the flow of papers from Congressman Morris Udall's office.

Although it will take years to process, availability of this material will

provide research resources for hundreds of students and faculty for

decades into the future.

II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

"Earth, air, fire and water are the elements of physical matter. Curio-

sity, perception, courage, service and dedicated belief are the elements

of a good librarian." Lawrence Clark Powell-- UA Professor Emeritus

Of course, Dr. Powell meant not just librarians but all those who work

in and are dedicated to library service. This year more than usual we saw

the strength of the Library staff as positions were frozen (sometimes for

over six-months) as a means of finding money to return as our share of the

University's shortfall budget. Although final statistics will not be

available for a month or more, all the preliminary indications are that

the library staff filled-in behind vacated positions with an effort that

must rank as courageous. Declines in processing, searches, answering
questions and the myriad tasks of a large research library will not only

not reflect the reduction of approximately 7% in work hours but will even,

in some cases, show increases.
As I have suggested above, our collection, certainly a growing strength

these past two decades and more, may have, like the frozen saguaro,

suffered damage that will not be visible for years. Reduced profiles in

standing and approval orders brought us substantially fewer books

automatically. For much of the year individual orders were held or, if

placed, placed at a slower pace to protect some flexibility in the

acquisitions budget. Even with the most careful efforts, we cannot know
everything we missed that will be needed by some future grad student or

faculty member at a crucial time/place in the research flow. It is with

feelings of comfort that I hear from our users about the excellent service

we provide through Inter-Library Loan, for it is certain we are going to

need such service at increased levels in the future.
The Serials Department's Liz Bezanson concluded this year her second

year as Chair of the President's Staff Advisory Council. This kind of

commitment is typical of Library staff members. I could not list their

many, many contributions to the University, our profession and the Tucson

and Arizona communities. An outstanding "Tucson Meet Yourself"

coordinated by Southwest Folklore Center Director Jim Griffith and

supported by numerous volunteers from the Library was one of our more

visible contributions, but all over campus, all over the city and around

the state, Library staff members were involved. Head Music Librarian

Dorman Smith has stated it, "A user can literally expect to get a

recommendation for an appropriate piece to study, have assistance
retrieving it. .and get some pointers on how to perform it. It would not

be uncommon for one of us to attend the recital of someone we helped and

congratulate the musician on his/her performance."



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

"Prosperity is not without many fears and distastes; adversity is not

without comforts and hopes." Sir Francis Bacon--Of Adversity

Having so recently tasted a change from prosperity to adversity, I hope

no one will hold it against me that I much prefer fears and distastes to

comforts and hopes.
To decide the major limitation of the Library, one need only flip a

coin labeled on one side "Lack of Staff" and on the other "Lack of an

On-line Information System." Should the coin by odd chance stand on edge

the writing will appear clearly: "Lack of Space and Reduced Acquisitions."

This same coin, it seems, has existed by implication in all of my recent

annual reports.
Lack of support-staff constantly thwarts Library departments in their

efforts to apply the latest technology or even upgrade the old service

with new and vigoroûs ideas. To take the most obvious case, our Center

for Creative Photography, an institution in its own right with a national

and international reputation, has just five full-time, permanent employees.

This reflects the fact that the Library has received no new state funded

positions in more than ten years and only one new position in the past

seven years. Without positions to allocate to any department, the Library

Administration has depended upon the Center to fund itself, and it has

responded in marvelous fashion with grant after grant, gift after gift.

Now, with a new building (substantially aided by gift funds) about 18

months in the future, the Center must have additional people to restore

its public programs in exhibitions, to return to its full-service support

of the academic programs in the College of Fine Arts, and to provide the

protection that is essential to a museum/library/research center that is

worth hundreds of millions of dollars and an infinite amount of visibility

and good will.
Perhaps even more central to the University's emphasis on undergraduate

education is the Library Instruction Department. Coordinating hundreds of

classroom lectures and tours each year, and reaching over 3,000 freshmen

and other new students with its Library Skills Program, Library

Instruction has but two professional librarians and no full-time support

staff. Even managing to get telephone-answering coverage requires a major

coordinating effort and often cannot be accomplished despite the fact that

the volume of business is far above that of any other two-person office

known to me on this campus.
This lack of staff is at least partially the fault of the "decision

package" system of funding which cannot take into account growth and

change not directly associated with newly funded positions, and of the

student/faculty ratio system of allocating new teachers. The merits of

the student/faculty ratio system can be debated, but if the Library were

included in such a formula it would at least have some hope of staff

growth as the faculty and student body grows. None of the new positions

created by University growth over the past 7 years has been allocated to

the Library. No Library decision package has ever been funded out of

State budget.
The on-line information system mentioned above and elsewhere in this

report will replace the GEAC circulation system (already noted as a

potential future problem of mammoth proportions). More important,

however, is its potential for keeping this fine research library in touch

and integrated with the entire information community. Access to data, not

just access to lists of sources, is already a major part of what our users

need and want. Our ability to support research will soon be "on the line"

if we cannot at least begin to implement an electronic information access

tool for our students and faculty.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

"The future is longer than the past--thank goodness." Anonymous wit.

It is axiomatic that almost any significant improvement in library

services requires additional resources. Minor adjustments in a structure

that is already operating smoothly can and will be made. During the

coming year, the Library will:

+Integrate into the Main Library's stacks the South Asian portion of

the Oriental Studies Collection
+Move the state and local documents collection from Special Collections

to Government Documents
+Establish careful monitoring of the impact of serials cancellations on

service and research
+Create a more systematized approach to collection development

involving more staff
+Make the transition from Regional to Selective depository of U.S.

Government documents
+Develop a plan for systematic review of staffing needs and workload

assessment

Other activities that will be accomplished in 1987-8 without regard to new

resources:

+Planning Council will continue its analysis of vacant positions and

consider reallocation of them to areas of greatest need.

+Phase II of the Serials Review Project will get underway at the end of

summer with specific goals for cancellation set in dollars.

+The Serials Department will put the finishing touches on the SOLAR

project (making the UA serials list more readily available).

+A complete inventory and evaluation of the photographic collection

will be initiated by the Center for Creative Photography and

targeted for completion prior to the move to the new building.

+The collection development policy will be reconsidered and a thorough

rewriting will be initiated.
+The Science/Engineering Library will participate fully in the National

Agricultural Library's Text Digitizing Project.

Anticipating no increase in its budget for 1987-8, the Library will

analyze and make a substantial effort to reallocate resources to

accomplish the following programmatic activities:

+Purchase the OCLC system for cataloging Oriental languages

+Implement an experimental on-line catalog for the Science/Engineering

Library
+Expand modestly the number of end-user searches accomplished

+Corisider carefully and purchase as appropriate the various laser disk

information systems now on the market
+Increase the number of titles handled in the retrospective conversion

project
+Begin the change-over from Beta to VHS format in Media
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING

SUMMARY

The Systems and Planning Divisiones major activities in
this year were confined mainly to Planning Council, Geac, Inno-
vacq, and planning for the online catalog.

With respect -to Planning Council, real progress was made in

the organization o-F -the group by the creation of -Five new task
forces to replace the former standing committees. The Task Force
on Collections, the Task Force on Automation, -the Task Force on
Facilities, the Task Force on Human Resources, and the Task
Force on Services have contributed greatly toward the work of
Planning Council. The primary reason these task forces were
created was in order to put together a Library Strategic Plan.
Coincidentally, the University Administration called for depart-
rnents to submit to -the Provost strategic planning documents soon
after the creation o-F the task forces, which nieant that the
Library was already geared up -For the job. The resulting Library
mission and goals statement, SWOT statement, and strategic goals
were characterized by the Provost as 'commendable.' Perhaps the
high point of the year -For Planning Council was the retreat at
the end of March. Planning Council had an opportunity at the
retreat -to take a long, hard look at itself. One result of this
self scrutiny was a set of recommended procedural changes, in-

cluding moving announcements to the end o-F the agenda, regular
Ad Group reports, better management o-F the time allotted to each
agenda item, more attention paid to bringing each agenda Item to
closure, and summar Izing the ou tcome of each agenda item at the
end of each meeting. The beginnings o-f a more effective means o-F
discussing vacant positions also emerged from the retreat, as
did an overall awareness of the Library as a whole, as opposed
to a collection of competing departments.

Several changes and enhancements to Geac took place this
year. The Geac Corporation itself was cut o-F-F at the Knees -Finan-
cially by its creditors in Canada, hut has since managed to seek
the protection of Canadian courts while it re-establishes it-
self. This process seems to be going successfully. We installed
a new release o-F the circulation software, tested arid rejected
the Geac Electronic Mail (GEM) system, brought up the Community
Access Module (CAM), and welcomed a new Field Engineer (Pat
Orozco). The Computer Operations staff has -taken a more active
role in the writing of software for the Library's many microcom-
puters, and has also become more involved in the maintenance of
microcomputer hardware library-wide.

Innovacq is now in full scale production mode now, so Sys-
tems and Planning is only minimally involved it its operations,
except that the Computer Operations staff have taken over respori-
sibility -for backing up its database on-to tape for security.

Planning for the online catalog has covered a lot of terri-
tory, but has not really gotten anywhere. Whereas at the begin-
ning of the year it seemed likely that the Library would pur-



SYSTEMS AND PLANNING

chase NOuS software which would run on the University Computing
Center's IBM mainframe, those plans went awry when CCII made it
clear that they had too many other, higher priority tasks to
per-Form this year. Subsequently, agreement was reached with
Innovative Inter-Faces for them to test their new online catalog
using the Science/Engineering Library as a test site for a rela-
tively low cost to the Library. However, no matter how low the
cost, the Library's budget may not bear it, given serials infla-
tion and other librarypriorities.

Ma.jor Strengths

Since the Systems and Planning Division's personnel consist
of the Assistant University Librarian and the one and a half FTE
in the Computer Operations section, its strength cannot he said
to lie in its numbers. However, the divisiorì does derive corisid-
erable strength from the rest of the Library with which it works
toward commonly understood goals. The Library's success in tak-
ing advantage o-F new information technology depends to a large
extent upon the System and Planning division's ability to -Focus
the Library's attention on these technologies, and to build sup-
port for acquisition of these technologies.

Major Limitations

History, or rather the lack of it, seems to be a major
limitation of the Systems and Planning division. It is only two
years old and its role in the administration o-F the Library is
still not entirely clear. For example, it has no stake ori any
major portion of the Library's budget the way Technical Services
has, nor does it have a large staff to provide it with momentum
-From year to year. So -Far, its services are geared toward other
Library departments, with very little interaction with the Li-
brary's users. Systems and planning are important for the Li-
brary's growth and management, but these activities pervade the
Library and it is hard artificially -to separate systems and
planning activities er se from the general activities o-f the
other divisions.
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Future Plans

Planning Counc il will continue the process oF redefi r ing
the Librarys goals and pointing out strategies to follow in
order to achieve them. Its role in the allocation o-F staff,
-Funds, and space will continue to be strong, particularly with
respect to the allocation o-F career staf-F, an area in which it
has not done much historically,

Computer Operations will taIe a more active role in the
selection and maintenance of microcomputer hardware. it will
also be more aggressive in its development of software io run on
those microcomputers. As the time comes to replace Geac, Comput-
er Operations will manage the transition to the replacement
system. As new automated systems, like itie online catalog are
implemented, Computer Operations will assume responsibility for
the ir support and technical operation.

The Assistant University Librarian for Systems arid Planning
will become more involved in renovation and building projects as
the University responds to the Librarys needs for more space by
providing -Funds -For new buildings.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY

For the first time since the fail of 1984 the Technical Services
Division had a full complement of department heads. Terry Fahy
joined the Library from the University of Utah as Head Acquisi-
tions Librarian in November 1986. Several positions in the
Division remained open throughout the year in order to help the
Library pay back its share of the money returned to the State by
the University. Temporaries were used to fill in in the Acquisi-
tions, Serials, and Catalog Departments for at least part of the
year.

Two key positions in cataloging areas were filled during the
year. Cecilia Knight was promoted in the Catalog Department to
Principal Catalog Librarian, and Sharon Scott was brought in to
become the Senior Serials Catalog Librarian in the Serials De-
partment. In the spring, searches were begun to fill a Serials
Catalog Librarian position, two Catalog Librarian positions
(media and humanities), and an Acquisitions Librarian position
(science).

In sI)ite of vacancies at the professional level and the extended
time which career positions were left open to gather savings,
the Division had a number of major accomplishments. The imple-
mentation of Innovacq continued in Acquisitions and Serials.
Work flow was adjusted, and actual check-in of periodical titles
was begun. The Serials staff also completed the data entry work
left at the end of the SOLAR project. The Catalog Department
tested the LASS authority system, implemented a fast cataloging
program, took on the cataloging of books for the Map Collection,
and recataloged and reclassified more than 1,500 juvenile titles.

Career staff turn over was unusually high in Bindery, and the
extra time that each position was left open created a real hard-
ship in this small department. In spite of some backlogs, the
most important work of the department, binding and repairing
books and serials and processing new materials, was accom-
plished. The annual display alerting users to the need to treat
library materials gently was a success.

The most painful problem of the year was the materials budget
which was cut $84,000 to help make up the Library's share of the
University's budget cut. The small increase which was received
was not nearly enough to cover the inflation rate in serials
which was due to the fall of the U. S. dollar, differential
pricing for U.S. libraries, and what can only be called price
gouging on the part of many foreign publishers. The Library
launched a serials review program in the spring semester which
involved many library staff members and faculty. About $80,000
was cut in this first round of review.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

With all of the department head positions filled, the Division
has been able to tackle the issue of the allocation and use o1
space. The Catalog Department expects to totally reconfigure
their work area as soon as the funds will allow us to move shelv-
ing and add power poles. Acquisitions and Serials cooperated on
a less involved reorganization of space which benefited both
departments.

As a group we have begun to examine the things we have always
done looking for economies in operations. "Sacred cows" have
been identified and will be addressed in detail in the coming

year. It is our hope to free up staff effort for the highest
priority work in the coming year. Tasks such as new cataloging,
serials check in, book repair, and retrospective conversion have
been ídentified as high priority.

Efforts to refine approval plan profiles continue as the matéri-
als budget' buying power continues to shrink. Other ways of
acquiring needed monographs are also being explored. Where we

were once a Library which gathered, we have now been forced to

become highly selective. The Acquisitions Department has begun
planning for better management of the library staff involved in
selecting for the collections. By carefully defining responsi-
bilities, offering training, and holding regular meetings for
relevant staff working in a subject area we are beginning to
address the problem olf not enough trained selectors.

The Collection Development Committee outlined phase one of the

serials review project. This involved more people than ever
before in the process of collection development and management,
and it was a difficult process. Staff all over the Library did
their best under less than ideal conditions, and the faculty
input was remarkable. Unfortunately, we have only just begun to

recoup the money needed to cover inflation in the coming year.

The Catalog Department did not have another record year of pro-
duction because of staff turn over. However, with fewer books

coming in, they were able to put significant effort into the

older backlogs. The slightly lower production was a godsend for
Bindery who had trouble keeping materials flowing as they hired
and trained new staff. Recon continued at a slower pace because

of the lack of funds to pay for Microcon.

Serials put maximum effort into SOLAR work this year, inputting
more than 6,000 titles before the April 1 deadline for the final

product. The problem titles remain to be handled as time al-

lows. Over 10,000 check in records are now in Innovacq. In

order to move the recording backlogs along, one position will be
shifted from shelf list maintenance and added to the recording

staff. Serials cataloging now has a section head with a great
deal of experience. The problem resolution, work flow and train-
ing possible in the section should all improve.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The serials price increases experienced this year combined with
the weak U.S. dollar made the materials budget the major limita-
tion of the year. The Collection Development Committee planned
the first phase of the serials review project, and the Library
began the review in early 1987. One third of the collection was
examined by staff in SEL, Main, Library Science, and Technical
Services. Faculty in the subject areas also received lists and
recommended cuts. Duplicate titles and newspapers were also
reviewed.

Book buying power was seriously reduced as the Library covered
an average serials increase of 10%, and of course, the dollar's
low value did not help in the acquisitions of foreign titles.
Retrospective buying, expensive purchases, and microform sets
were all passed by this year. Approval plans were adjusted or
cut to allow for more firm order buying. Staff were very criti-
cal in their review of Book Look titles. The faculty have react-
ed with concern and frustration about the budget. Collection
Development Committee will be working on ways to better inform
and education faculty and university administration in the com-
ing year.

Staffing continues to be a problem in Serials and Bindery and
Preservation. Bindery and Preservation had an unusually high
staff turnover rate. This seriously affected their ability to
do in house repairs, label. microforms, and keep materials on a
current basis. After a year when we thought we might make some
dent in the preservation problems o the collection, this past
year was a real set back.

Serials Department continued to be swamped with recording. In

spite of many records on Innovacq, the process of recording
remains slow. We have elected to shift a position within the
department which will help with this problem, but it also means
that we have chosen to live with a backlog in another area.

We continue to lack all of the language expertise necessary to
efficiently handle all of the materials which we must select,
order and catalog. The new initiative in Acquisitions will help
train and monitor the public service staff who are assisting in
collection development, but it cannot give us specialists in
Hebrew and Russian.



FUTURE PLANS

This coming year the Division will begin the year with a full
complement of department heads. The prospects for interdepart-
mental communication, planning, and staff sharing are greater
than they have ever been since I arrived in October 1984. The
challenge for all five of us will be finding the best working
relationships among and between ourselves.

The serials review will continue in the fall of 1987. If neces-
sary, we will reexamine subjects done last year from which rela-
tively little was cut to find more savings for 1987-88. At the
same time, Acquisitions will be. looking at the most cost effec-
tive methods for acquiring books. This may entail some major
shifts in our approval plans, and the use of different vendors
for firm orders.

The Collection Development Committee is planning to begin rewrit-
ing the Collection Development Policy. This project will take a
lot of time and energy, but with the present tight money situa-
tion, the restatement of the Library's priorities will be of
great assistance in allocating funds. The Committee also hopes
to be able to add one or more new data base services on CD ROM
to the Library's holdings. This will depend upon funding avail-
able.

Regardless of the plans for an on line catalog, the Catalog
Department will work on retrospective conversion. Using
Microcon, one full time staff member, students, and regular
department staff, they hope to accomplish much more work than
was possible in the last tight budget year. With the new Music
Library coming closer, we want to have all music records convert-
ed before the year's end as well as a significant part of the
Main Library's records.

Innovacq will continue to play an important role in the Serials
Department and the Acquisitions department. In the coming year,
Serials will complete its implementation of the check in system
while Acquisitions will be fine tuning its use of the system,
and both departments will make better use of the management
report functions and statistics.

Our efforts to preserve the collections will continue. By main-
taining the portion of our materials budget spent on binding in
spite of a no growth budget, we hope to provide better protec-
tion for our serials and repair more monographs than in the
past. Education continues to be a goal for this department. In
addition, we will be trying to better integrate the entire re-
pair, rebind, or replace process into the Technical Services
work flow.
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SUMMARY

This year will definitely be remembered as the year of the student
sit-in. Budget cuts made it necessary to use student wages to fill
in for vacant career staff positions which in turn meant that the
Library had to reduce hours. Hours were reduced at the beginning of
Fall Semester to 99 hours per week from the previous Spring Semester
of 118. This reduction resulted in protests by students culminating
in a massive sit-in the night of Qctober 22, 1986, when several thou-
sand students jammed into the Main Library lobby. The Arizona Daily
Wildcat (October 24, 1986) labelled the sit-in "the largest protest
at the UA in 17 years." Indeed, though the library staff were con-
cerned about the students' safety and security of the library collec-
tion, we were pleased that the protest made explicit the students'
recognition that the library is a vital campus resource. The library
did increase hours by 7 hours a week after the sit-in.

In the area of personnel, the Central Services Division saw major
changes this year. A new Assistant University Librarían for Central
Services, Mary Reichel, started in September. Karen Blank, Head Loan
Librarian, resigned effective in February, and David Buxton, Assis-
tant University Librarian for Systems and Planning, became the Acting
Head Loan Librarian. Cynthia Bower, Head Documents Librarian, spent
seven months on sabbatical as a research assistant for the Joint
Committee on Printing of the United States Congress. Her research on
fugitive federal publications and distribution practices of the Goy-
ernment Printing Office will prove very important to the library
field. Two recruitments for professional positions resulted in start-
ing Lee Sorensen as the Fine Arts Librarian in the Central Reference
Department and Susan Hoffman as the Assistant Library Instruction
Librarian. Gloria Smith accepted appointment as part-time Media
Reference Librarian in the Media Department. This position is a new
and much welcomed one for the Division. Keeping career staff posi-
tions vacant for up to 90 days, which was necessitated by the budget
cuts, imposed many hardships, with particular difficulties in Central
Services for Loan, Media, and Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and
Microforms.

Despite budget cuts, the Division continued to make a number of im-
provements during this year. The Central Reference Department experi-
mented with an Information Desk from which staff answered holdings
and location questions. Interlibrary Loan coped successfully with a
10% increase in both lending and borrowing and implemented Reciprocal
Faculty Borrowing Privileges among OCLC Research Libraries. This
service will allow Arizona faculty members to check out material at
other major research libraries. The Loan Department added new shelv-
ing on the fourth floor which was crucial to ease the overflowing
situation in that area, and the department implemented, on a limited
scale, the Community Access Module for GEAC allowing users to dial
into GEAC from their own microcomputers. Library Instruction revised
the audiotape tour for the library and did major revisions on the
Library Skills Workbook and presentation. The Map Collection now has
more time to process its maps since the responsibility for cataloging
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the collection's books and atlases has been transferred to the Cata-
log Department. In addition, the staff in the Map Collection devoted
long hours to developing a collection development policy. The Media
Center acquired the Video Encyclopedia of the 20th Century on video
disc. The Government Documents Department led the way in library and
campus discussions about the plan to change from Regional to Selec-
tive Depository Status. The change was approved by the University
Administration in May. Finally, members of all departments in Cen-
tral Services participated in the Library's Serials Review.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The most important strength of the Division is the quality, dedica-
tion, and service-orientation of its staff. The University of Arizo-
na Library is blessed with a most unusual staff in terms of the excel-
lence of performance.

The quality of service in the Division is another major strength.
The staff is devoted to providing the best quality of service possi-
ble to the library's users. In order to insure this high level of
service, staff development activities have a high priority. One

example of such an activity this year was the workshop on "Communicat-
ing Effectively with International Students," which was presented by
the Library Instruction Department to interested members of the li-
brary staff. This successful presentation was later repeated for the
staff of the Tucson Public Library.

The depth and richness of the collections in the various departments
remain a real strength although the library is experiencing threats
to our ability to continue to build the collections appropriately.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitations can be succinctly put as size of staff, equip-
ment, space, and materials budget. Just as the quality of the staff
is the most important strength, the limited size of the staff is the
major weakness. The Division, like the library as a whole, is sorely
in need of additional professional and career staff positions. The
Map Collection and Library Instruction Department are particularly in
need of career staff positions for clerical support. We cannot meet
this university's expanding needs for service with the present stai f-
Ing levels.

The lack of money for equipment, both for use by the public and to
improve internal operations, has been a severe limitation this past
year. Among our major concerns: the lack of VHS video equipment --
now the University's standard video format -- and space to run it
will increasingly limit the Media Center's ability to serve the needs
of the campus; CD ROM products (useful to several of the departments
in the Division) would enhance access to information; Interlibrary
Loan needs a telefacsimile machine; and the list could go on and on.
In addition to acquiring new technology, the Division needs to re-

place some of its older equipment, such as video monitors in Media.
And additional microcomputers for improved operations internally are
another important need.

Lack of space is a growing problem. To give only a few examples,
Documents needs more space to shelve its collections, Media needs
additional classroom space and space for individual viewing, Library
Instruction needs a second classroom for the whole Library's use,
Loan needs additional workspace in the Science-Engineering Library,
especially for Reserves, and Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and
Microforms needs improved workspace.

Finally, the rising cost of serials, combined with a static materials
budget, is having a major impact on the Division. Only last year, it
was thought that almost every item needed in the Division could be
purchased. No more. Not only must we cancel many currently received
serials, we are also prevented from adding new titles to our collec-
tion. This situation impacts severely on all departments where refer-
ence titles are needed since such a great proportion of those titles
are serials.
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FUTURE PLANS

Continue the high levels of service presently offered by the Division
and improve service where needed.

Expand on the library instruction efforts with designated writing
emphasis classes by adding an integrated library component to two
additional writing emphasis classes.

Acquire and integrate into present services CD ROM sources, particu-
larly ERIC, Psychological Abstracts, and Compact Disclosure.

Work towards replacing GEAC.

Implement the changeover from Regional Depository status to Selective
Depository status for federal documents.

Integrate responsibility for state, county, and local documents into

the Government Documents Department.

Acquire VHS equipment and remodel appropriate space in the Media
Center for its use. Acquire items in VHS format.

Continue to work with the College of Business and Public Administra-
tion on grant proposals and plans for a Business Information Center.

Hire and orient a new Head Loan Librarian.

Participate in a number of librarywide activities, including the
second phase of the Serials Review, the refinement of materials selec-
tion responsibilities, and phase two of Innovacq implementation.
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SUMMARY

NEW, NEW, NEW! is the key word for the Library Instruction Department this
past year.

Personnel changes were significant. Virginia Inness filled the position of
Temporary Assistant Library Instruction Librarian and administered the summer
Library Skills Program. A national search was conducted to fill the permanent
position. Susan Hoffman, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin School of
Library Information Studies, was selected from a pool of over 60 candidates.

This year, Multipurpose room A315 was designated as a Library Instruction
classroom. This room has been equipped with 60 seats, an overhead projector
and screen. Many instruction sessions, and all Library Skills Program presen-
tations, are now scheduled in here. Modifications in the room were made to
insure security of the equipment and accessibility for students.

A new workshop was introduced to provide more training to staff members doing
library instruction to insure the high quality of the instruction program. A
two-hour workshop was developed and implemented by the Library Instruction
Department with the assistance of the Library Instruction Advisory Committee.
The workshop was attended by 23 staff members and Graduate Library School
students. The workshop covered practical skills of public speaking, lecturing
and explaining, such as dealing with anxiety, giving directions and narrating.
Participants were given the opportunity to give a short segment of a presen-
tation and receive insponsible feedback.

A new audiotape tour of the Main Library was developed to give users an
individualized introduction to our facilities, resources and services.

A new policy was put into effect which established specific criteria to be
applied when evaluating the appropriateness of instructing University-related
groups, institutions of higher learning, high school students and community
groups. Because the criteria insure such factors as appropriate student
research needs, availability of library staff, preparation of visitors, etc.,
the results have been rewarding for both staff and visitors.

The workshop, "Communicating Effectively with International students," was
presented to staff members who have contact with internationals, whether in
hiring, supervising, or providing public and technical service assistance.
Over 30 staff members attended this workshop which was last done exclusively
for library staff in 1983. The day-long workshop covered examining cultural
assumptions and interpretations, examining language differences, understanding
library-specific problems and improving skills in instructing international
users. The workshop was also given for staff of the Tucson Public Library and
all of the staff of the Mission Branch, soon to include an English as a Second
Language Center. Both workshops were presented by Louise Greenfield, Gary
Johnston and Karen Williams.

A new Library Skills presentation was developed by the staff of the English
Composition Program and the Library Instruction Department to improve its
content and format. This revision was made to relate the presentation more
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directly to student topics used in the English Composition Handbook, to place

more emphasis on evaluation of research tools and to tie the presentation more

closely to the documented argumentative essay assignment.

The workbook revision project, an ambitious undertaking, represents a major

change in the Library Skills Program Workbook. It is now tied closely to the

new English Composition textbook. The connection between Library Skills
Program assignments and the Composition assignments is clear, and the tone has

been revised to emphasize a "purpose driven" approach. This was a cooperative

effort which included the Library Instruction Librarian, the Assistant Library

Instruction Librarian and the four members of the English Composition faculty.

A new direction was identified for the Handicapped Services Room. A grant

proposal was developed jointly by the staff of the Disabled Student Services
and the Library Instruction Department to request the purchase of a core

system of equipment which would give handicapped, students immediate and

independent access to our library's collections. Recent technological
advances have produced equipment which allow disabled students to access print

in electronic formats without the intervention of a middleperson. This

proposal reflects the direction both the library and Disabled Student Services

will take in supporting research needs of handicapped users. In support of

this new direction, a complete inventory of the collection the Handicapped

Services Room was done this year to identify out-of-date, damaged and infre-

quently used materials.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

Much of what has been accomplished this year could not have been achieved
without the active support and participation of staff from throughout the

library system. Over 60 persons participated in instructional presentations
alone, including 14 Graduate Library School students.

Members of the Library Instruction Advisory Committee deserve special mention:
Judith Carter, Susan Hoffman, Cecilia Knight, Robert Mitchell, Jack Mount,
Lois Olrud, Kim Pardieck, Jeanne Pf ander, Suzette Radford, and Karen Williams.

Committee members worked on four major projects, contributing time, energy,
experience and expertise. Each committee member was responsible for devel-
oping a segment of the audiotape tour and preparing it for production. Kim

Pardieck of the Media Center took a leading role in its design and production.
Committee members assisted in the development of the Public Speaking Workshop

and served as small group facilitators.

A special Brainstorming project was initiated this year in order to identify

Library Instruction issues of concern and to plan for the next five years.
This project is the result of a proposal by LIAC member Robert Mitchell. The

committee synthesized issues generated by departments throughout the Library
and focused on those identified as priorities. Each committee member is

responsible for examining an issue by exploring previous conditions, current
trends, options for the future and making recommendations based on a discus-
sion with the committee. While the project is still in progress, it has
already been helpful in Departmental planning and decision-making. The
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Faculty Seminar, "Library Instruction: Faculty and Librarians Collaborating
for Quality Education" was another LIAC project. In addition, several
committee members were active on the search committee for the Assistant
Library Instruction Librarian.

The continued and increasing level of communication and cooperation between
the Library Instruction Department and the Composition Division has also
strengthened both departments. This year, the Library Skills presentation,
the workbook revision and the new search strategy format are all the products
of the combined efforts of the Instruction and English Departments. The work

done this year by both departments has brought us closer to the common goal of
expanding students' ability to communicate effectively.

The collaborative effort between the staff of the Disabled Student Services
and the Library Instruction Department should also be noted. Our work with
Craig Canson, Assistant Director, and Kay Lesh, counselor, should result in
improved services for our handicapped users.

Both Susan Hoffman, Assistant Library Instruction Librarian, and Louise
Greenfield, Library Instruction Librarian, have been active in state and
national library associations. Both have been appointed to instruction
committees of the American Library Association and the Arizona State Library
Association.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The main limitation of the Library Instruction department continues to be
staffing. There is a critical need for full-time clerical support for this

unit. While the services and responsibilities of this department have
expanded steadily over the past five years, the support staff has not. At

present the department must rely on part-time student assistant help only.

It is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain such a diverse, high-quality,
and comprehensive instruction program with the department's existing prof es-

sional staff. It is difficult to maintain, monitor, evaluate and improve
services, while effectively planning new services and providing instructional
support for our own staff. An additional professional position in the Library

Instruction Department is needed.

We have experienced much success with our volunteer model. Many of our
programs cannot survive without the active support of our staff members.
Additional funding to pay and train a core group of Graduate Library School
students to participate more fully in these programs could free our own staff

for other instructional activities.

Graphic support for the Library Instruction Department, such as the purchase
of a desk top publishing package, would greatly.enhance the quality of library
instructional bibliographies, information guides and brochures. The purchase
of materials and equipment to improve the visual presentations of instruc-
tional sessions are also needed. A software package, such as P.C. Storyboard
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and accompanying equipment, would be of assistance not only to the Library
Instruction Department, but other Library departments and committees.

The lack of technologically advanced equipment in the Handicapped Services

Room prevents disabled users from gaining immediate and independent access to

our library resources. Without the purchase of such equipment, students must
continue to rely, in many instances, on a reader or other intermediaries. A

grant proposal has been developed in the hopes of gaining outside funding for

some of this equipment.

FUTU

The Library Instruction Department has formulated specific goals for the

coming year. The Brainstorming project, now in progress, should be completed

by the Fall of '87. The committee will publish its report and recommendations
through an internal document which can be used for instructional planning and

decision-making. The Brainstorming sessions have indicated a strong interest
among staff members involved in instruction in learning more about teaching

methodology, learning concepts and new instructional formats and technology.
The Library Instruction Department hopes to develop a workshop that addresses
these issues and present it to all librarians involved in course-related and

course- integrated instruction.

An ongoing goal of the Library Instruction Department is to work with selected

library departments in adapting the library instruction model produced during

the OMS grant project to other selected academic disciplines. The objective

of the project is to collaborate with Writing-Emphasis course instructors,
working toward complete integration of a Library Research Skills Study Unit

into their curriculum. This objective is also a library-wide strategic goal.

In the Fall of 1987 we will administer and evaluate 15 experimental sections

of the Library Skills Program. Plans have been made to select 15 random
Library Skills program sections to implement changes to the search strategy

and the presentation. All of this is working towards student understanding of
the relationship between research skills, writing skills and critical thinking

skills. Adoption of these changes for all sections could mean the possibility
of substantive revision of the LSP workbook. A teacher's manual will be

written summer of '87 to aid GTAs who now have the option of using the
workbook in their syllabi as an instructional tool.

The Library Instruction Department in collaboration with Disabled Student
Services will identify sources of grant funding to obtain much needed equip-

ment for the Handicapped Services Room. A grant proposal and equipment list
has already been prepared and plans are underway to send our requests to

appropriate agencies and foundations.

Beginning July 1, 1987, Louise Greenfield will assume the position of CARS
Education and Training Coordinator, in addition to her present responsi-

bilities.
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I. Major Accomplishments

The 1986/87 academic year was one characterized by efforts
tò consolidate and improve existing services despite budget cuts
which affected the entire University. Despite budgetary
limitations, the staff were able for the most part to maintain
their high level of support for the University's teaching and
research efforts. Reference services continued at normal levels
as did services in the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and
Microforms Room; in Interlibrary Loan the level of demand for
services, in fact, rose ten per cent for the second year in a
row.

During the year the CRD staff worked together in three newly
formed work groups--Departmental Operations, Automation, and
Collection Management--through which they were able to accomplish
a number of significant tasks important both to library users
directly and to the smoother operation of the department. The
Departmental Operations Work Group conducted a formal
demonstration of a fully functioning Information Desk in the Main
Library. Results of that test indicate that within the
limitations of the test in terms of staffing such a service point
was very successful at answering the many brief questions that
users have in this facility. Statistics gathered during the
test, in fact, indicate that the department was called on to
answer nearly 2.000 more questions from January to April this
year than for the same period last year. Part of that increase
almost certainly is attributable to the prominent positioning of
the desk nearer the lobby area of the main library. The
Automation Work Group undertook a thorough revision of the
departmental manual for computerized reference services,
developed and presented training sessions on a new ready
reference system, Vu/Text, which provides rapidly updated full
text articles to daily newspapers around the country. In
addition, members of that work group also mastered systems such
as CrossTalk and PC-File and provided members of the department
with demonstrations of or training in these systems. The
Collection Management Work Group has begun a major revision of
the departmental collection development policy, developed new
procedures to assist department members in collection development
responsibilities, and participated along with others in the
department in the first phase of the three-year review of our
serial subscriptions.

Training efforts in the department continued to be a high
priority. For library users the staff conducted approximately
250 bibliographic instruction sessions. Training for staff
included training for the Interlibrary Loan staff in the use of
RLIN, a major bibliographic computer system used by many of the
larger research libraries from which we borrow materials. In
addition. CRD staff developed specialized training sessions for
staff in CPNM and ILL which was aimed at improving their ability
to provide accurate referrals to materials and resources within
the department and throughout the library. Within the department



itself, staff worked to improve our own training efforts through
the development of the first comprehensive CRD Faculty Training
Manual, for use with new professionals in the department.

Automated systems continued to play an increasingly
significant role in reference services of every sort. This year
the Central Reference Department received the first of the public
terminals for the acquisitions system INNOVACQ. The system
allows staff to find current status on book orders and is
becoming increasingly valuable as a resource to determine receipt
of current serial issues. In the Current Periodicals,
Newspapers, and Microforms Room staff have increased their use of
the Geac system to speed up their high volume of circulations and
to improve vastly their control over items in the collection.
Throughout the department staff have spent considerable time
mastering the WordPerfect word processing system, which has
enabled them to increase their individual productivity and has
greatly eased the task of producing and updating the many guides
created by CRD staff for use by library patrons.

Finally, despite reduced staffing for much of the year, the
department was able to maintain its contributions to the Arizona
Index, for which nearly 1,300 card were mailed to subscribers.
The Arizona Dailw Star Index for 1985 was completed in May and
the retrospective volume for 1970--produced entirely in-house for
the first time in many years--was ready for printing in early
J une.

II. Major Strengths

In a public service unit such as CRD, the greatest asset is
clearly the staff who interpret the library and its collections
to our users. Turnover in this department has continued
extremely low, only one professional resignation and three career
staff resignations out of a staff of twelve professionals and
thirteen career staff. We have been particularly fortunate in
our hiring efforts as well. In July, Lee Sorensen assumed duties
as Central Reference Librarian for Fine Arts; he has made very
good progress in continuing the work so ably done for many years
by Paul Barton. In CPNM Linda Dols began work mid year as
evening supervisor, Cheryl Bennett began work as the new Bindery
Clerk in May, and Sara O'Neil moved in June from the Loan
Department into the position as Microforms Clerk. All of these
women have very substantial library public service experience and
will be a real asset to the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and
Microforms Room. With such low turnover in the department, we
are able to capitalize on the solid training the staff have
received and the skills they have developed in the job. The
level of expertise is extremely high among the staff, and working
relationships are highly professional throughout the department.
Their commitment to library users is unsurpassed.

Long tenure in a staff frequently breeds complacency and
resistance to change. One of the great strengths of the CRD



staff is their willingness to experiment, to look critically at
what they are doing and to try new approaches. This
characteristic is well exemplified this year by their excellent
demonstration project to test the efficacy of an information desk
in the Main Library.

In addition to a strong and committed staff, the
bibliographic resources available staff and researchers to use
here are both broad and deep. The reference collection is
extremely rich and up-to-date, and it is well maintained. The
general and microformat collections, likewise, are very strong.
and those items not available her are almost always obtainable
with relative ease by Interlibrary Loan, a unit deserving special
commendation this year for maintaining their standards of rapid
turnaround despite a continuing upward spiral in requests both
for lending and borrowing.

III. Major Limitations

The readjustments forced on us all this year by the budget
cuts have but emphasized how lean this library is in staffing.
Over the past decade the growth in public service staff has
simply not kept pace with the duties required of those working
directly with the public. In these last ten years the style of
teaching has changed dramatically back toward requiring students
to use library resources much more heavily and computer
technology has made possible the development of valuable new
information searching services. Both of these developments.
however, make heavy demands on reference staff, and despite
efforts to make library users more independent such as the
Library Skills Program, other bibliographic instruction programs,
and computer literature searching programs such as QuickSearch,
staff are finding that they are fast losing the ability to
respond to all the legitimate demands for service from our
clientele. Already, for example, we have had to begin asking
faculty members to revise course requirements simply because we
cannot have enough staff and equipment available to conduct the
number of computer searches they would like the students in their
classes to conduct.

Even without the sheer increases in numbers of users and
groups of users, the staff are finding it difficult to maintain
adequately the standards of reference service. Whereas, ten
years ago many questions could be answered with authority by
looking in the card catalog, adequate answers today may well
require not only use of the card catalog, but also an INNOVACQ
terminal, an OCLC terminal, a Geac terminal, and perhaps an
online database search. To be sure all these systems allow staff
to attempt answers never before possible, yet to provide access
to these services adequately demands that staff members spend
time--sometimes considerable amounts of it--with patrons.
Without additional staff to provide assistance, extra time to
spend with library patrons is one commodity not available to us.



As information resources become increasingly available in
computerized form, we become also increasingly dependent on
hardware for accessing it. The spiraling price increases in
library materials generally make especially difficult our ability
to purchase and maintain state-of-the--art information resources,
particularly when capital equipment budgets fail to keep pace
with the cost of equipment needs.

IV. The Future

The next year for CRD will be one in which staff spend a
good deal of time assessing our current service offerings to see
whether there are ways in which we can redefine functions and/or
reallocate resources in order to make the workload more bearable.
These efforts will entail a general assessment of current job
responsibilities and possible reassignment of duties among staff
members. Also involved is this effort will be a review of our
training programs throughout the department in order to help new
staff learn our collections and procedures more efficiently.
This need is felt to be especially important for our more
advanced levels of training, the basic level of training being
felt to be already quite sound. In addition, we will continue
intra departmental staff training among the three units
comprising the department and where feasible explore
interdepartmental exchanges as well for cross training purposes.

Despite recognized shortages in capital equipment budget, we
are still hopeful to make progress in adoption of computer
technology as a means of providing library users with enhanced
levels of sophistication in literature searching. To that end we
hope to add at least one, and perhaps up to three, information
systems now available in CD/ROM format. In particular, we would
like to add the ERIC and the Psychological Abstracts services
into CRD itself and add Compact Disclosure into CPNM. In
addition, the department hopes to be able to increase the number
of PCs available for staff to use, both in general word
processing and other such applications and In computer literature
searching.

Finally, we hope to gain support from the library to
continue the information desk. The success of this new service
point is, we think, clear. In order to continue it, however,
will require a broader commitment of staff than CRD alone can
provide.
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- I. SUMMARY

The number of requests received in the Interlibrary Loan Office
increased again this year by almost 10% in both the Borrowing and
Lending Sections. The Borrowing Section continued to provide
quality support in the area of research to University of Arizona
faculty, staff and students. The Lending Section received and
processed endless numbers of requests from libraries from all
around the world. Interlibrary Loan staff and students are
responsible for the outstanding service given to University of
Arizona patrons this year.

This year student assistants spent more time assisting UAL
patrons, processing ILL requests on-line and maintaining
borrowing files. This gave ILL staff additional time to increase
their knowledge of and efficiency in the area of Interlibrary
Loan expertise. Jeanne Voyles, Head of Interlibrary Loan, gave
support by working in both the Borrowing and Lending Sections on
a daily basis. Rebecca Hubert, Library Clerk Ill/Lending
Section, was cross-trained to provide additional staff support as
needed in the Borrowing Section.

The ILL staff again participated in job-related workshops, cross-
trained in other areas of the library and visited other ILL
sites. Time management was even more essential this year and the
selection of job-related activities merited careful consideration
and planning. Jeanne Voyles and Marilyn Martam (Head of Loan
Services, AHSC) organized an RLIN Searching Workshop which was
presented by the Pima Community College Cataloging staff. This
workshop was attended by ILL, Acquisition and Cataloging staff
from UAL. The entire ILL staff visited the State Library, Dept
of Library Archives and Public Records and the Arizona
Interlibrary Loan Center, both located in Phoenix. Laurie Haas
and Jeanne Voyles attended an OCLC Searching Effectiveness
workshop sponsored by ASLA and the Scottsdale Public Library. ILL
staff were also trained on INNOVAC by Christy-Taylor Parsil of
the Central Reference Department. Janice Robrock and Mina Parish
participated in a Zoological Records Training Program; Janice
Robrock also participated in a Biosis Workshop.

The Reciprocal Faculty Borrowing Program was implemented by Ill
staff in May 1987. This program gives faculty members of
participating institutions borrowing privileges and on-site
access to the collections of some of the most important libraries
in the U.S. The ILL office staff issues the reciprocal faculty
borrowing cards to UA faculty and provides information on

borrowing policies and privileges of the institution that they
will be visiting. This information can be accessed through the
OCLC Name Address Directory.

The proficient and accomplished staff and students in ILL make it
- possible for the UAL to continue its support to faculty, staff

and students in the area of research. With the increase in



activity and responsibilities it is vital this year that we
receive support in the area of technology. Additional equipment
and software is essential for ILL to maintain its quality service
to the UAL patron.

II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The ILL staff -- Jeanne Voyles, Mina Parish, Janice Robrock,
Laurie Haas, Rebecca Hubert and students -- make it possible for
our office to continue its high standard of service. This year
our office staff again made great contributions in the areas of
research for the tJAL patrons and for patrons from libraries
around the world. The cooperation received from other staff
within the library is a necessary ingredient for ILL to continue
its service.

The ILL office is one area in the library that needs to establish
a working relationship with staff in every department within the
UAL and also with libraries around the country. Staff from other
departments are contacted on a daily basis for information needed
to fill a request. Those departments include: Central
Reference, Science- Engineering Reference, CPNM, Loan, Library
Science, Music Library, Shipping & Receiving, as well as many
others. The quality service and support that these departments
give to us make our job that much easier and strengthen our
office.

Another department in particular that works very closely with the
ILL Office is the Photocopy Office. Photocopy staff are
responsible for making copies to fill the photocopy requests
received from other libraries. The number of requests processed
is approximately 8,000. Photocopy staff also processes all
invoices and payments received in the Borrowing and Lending
Sections. This year the respective Heads of Photocopy and ILL,
i.e., Fred Edson and Jeanne Voyles, cross-trained in each other's
areas. This cross-training resulted in new ideas and procedures
for processing ILL requests and invoices to streamline the ILL
process.

We continue to receive support from other libraries in the state
of Arizona and from around the country. This year we saw an
increase in the number of requests received in the Lending
Section and the number of "Rush" requests received from IJAL
Borrowers. The increase in photocopy requests can be partly
attributed to the completion of SOLAR(Serials Online in Arizona).
With the availability of serials holdings on fiche copy, other
libraries have greater access to our collection. Positive
changes in the Center for Research Libraries also strengthend our
service to the patron: photocopies in lieu of loans are now sent
whenever possible and access to the Foreign Newspapers Project on
Microfilm is now available at no additional cost. Because we are
generous as a library in sharing our resources, our fellow
libraries are more willing to provide the UAL patron with
material needed for their research.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitation that the ILL Office confronted this year was
that it received no budget for updating or adding equipment.
With an increase in the number of requests received (especially
rush requests) two changes need to be made 1) some technology
changes in both Lending and Borrowing need to be implemented; and
2) the student wage budget will have to increase to handle the
increase in ILL activity.

Technology plays an important role in ILL. Library staff in the
Borrowing section spend a great deal of time on file management
and control and compiling statistics. There is a great need for
our office to acquire a software package that will save us many
hours of manual work and increase our efficiency in the office.
The software that is available performs many important functions.
First, it captures all ILL records from OCLC, RLIN and ALA forms
onto one database. It produces overdues and generates supplier
statistics, showing the number of requests filled and the turn-
around-time. Secondly, the software can also assist other
library departments by providing valuable collection development
information.

With the increase in ILL activity there has also been an increase
in the number of ILL Rush requests received in both the Lending
and Borrowing section. Every one seems to want the information
immediately. In many cases this information is a photocopy of an
article. The addition of a telefacsimile machine could assist
staff in speeding up the transmission process. It's possible
that patrons could be asked to pay for transmission charges to
cover some of the cost.

During the past fiscal year the ILL office acquired Word Perfect
software for word processing. The OCLC M300 Workstation which is
also an IBM PC was rarely available for use as a word processor.
The increase in ILL requests caused both OCLC terminals to be in
use at all times. The activity on the OCLC terminal will
continue to rise, especially with the implementation of the
Reciprocal Faculty Borrowing Program. The addition of a personal
computer can streamline and enhance our services because it can
be used as a RLIN terminal, for printing mailing labels and
(contingent on its purchase) for the Borrowing software.

If ILL activity continues to increase another 10% or more this
upcoming fiscal year there will have to be some major changes in
the office. A continuing rise in ILL requests with rio increase
in staff and students would result in a decrease in our services
to our patrons, especially in turn-around-time. Additional
student wage money for hiring more students at 30 hours per week
would greatly relieve some of the pressure felt by staff and
assist us in maintaining our current service.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Purchase of ILL borrowing software to streamline records and
file management in that area.

Purchase of a personal computer and printer for word
proceBsing, RLIN searching, printing labels and implementation of
borrowing software.

Continued participation in job-related workshops.

IL Completion of the staff and student training manual, using
WORD PERFECT.

Cost-effectiveness studi of Lending requests.

Continued support of the Information Desk. Currentl,' ILL
staff spends eight hours per week assisting the Central Reference
Department on the Information Desk.

Purchase of a telefacsimile equipment which can be shared
with other areas of the library.

V. INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS

The Interlibrary Loan statistics for this fiscal year will be
submitted to the Head of Central Reference during the month of
July, 1987.
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MAJOR ACCOMPL ISHMENTS

Current Periodi cals, Newspapers arid Mi croform' s :CPNM) transi tion
into a unit of the Central Reference Dept. (CRD) within the
C:eritral Services Division (CSD> of the University Library
continued during the 1986/57 fiscal year. The INNOVACI! terminal
in CF:D has assisted staff in c:PNM in ascertaining which
periodi cals in CPNM are now placed in the automated system used
for serials inventory control by the Serials Dept. We are now
able to direct patrons to c:RD for current issue information as to
the status of research materials within the system but riot yet
received ir the area. The manual bindery fi le maintained in C:PNM
formerly relied upon for giving the receiving status of nonbound
serials has been purged of these materials. The personal computer
in microforms is now used to generate notification to C:PNM staff
to discard materials for which microforms have been received
along with such material that is only retained for a limited time
p e r- i o d.

To assist personnel arid patrons of the Liniversity Library in
ascertaining the whereabouts of material contained in CPNM all
loar activities were transferred to automated charging by means
of the CiEAC: i oan terminai . This pr-o cedure in ci uded charging
materials declared missing from CPNM arid having replacements
requested fr-orn the Serials or- Acquisitions Depts. placed on GEAC
ini order- to inform reference personnel arid patrons as to the
status of such maten-ial in C:PNM from any of the ter-minais located
throughout the library or through the GEAC: community access
mad u i e

All incoming mi croform materials are entered on GEAC: as they COuIC
into C:PNM. This has been a standard operating procedure since
January 19E:7. Items already ini the mi croforms area entered or
GEAC: as time arid resources permit. This is a major step for-ward
ir bringing C:PNM' s resources ini microform to the attention of
both staff and patrons of the University Library.
C:PNM loan activity ranks after that of the Main Library Loan arid
Reserve Book Room. That ali of this activity is being
accampi ished without adding new staff and with only one GEAC:
terminal is a major tribute ta the staff of CPNM who have devised
the necessary routines to do this ini addition to their regular
dut i es. Our- b inidery clerk , Fern Str-ingham, has per-for-med
outstanding service to the University Library ini sending forward
100 binding units per week to the Binding and Preservation Dept.
of the University Library. This is in addition to learning the
new routines necessary in automating the other areas of C:PNM.
Linda Dols, the new Sunday arid night supervi sor- in CPNM, did an
excel lent job ini iearniinig all the new routines in CPNM and
instructing the students working these hours. c:hris Smith
performed his training and supervisory functions for these new
tasks ini addition to all of his other- duties.

i



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The dedi catior% of the C:PNM staff in performing their i-equi red
tasks and bringing solutions to the variety of chal lenges imposed
through wor4::irig so far from our parent unit is the great. strength
of CPNM. The transformation of the section from a unit within the
techni cal servi ces division of the Library to that of a public
services unit within the Central Services Division cal led for
mai or changes in training of student personnel, work routines and
in administrative reporting relationships. Two staff members have
received training ir the public servi ce routines of the C:entrai
Referen ce Dept which is our superordinate un i t with in the
library. The routines learned have been incorporated into our
procedures for patroni referral to other areas of the University
L i b r a r y.

The staff manua). has been revised to reflect our use of the
automated charging system and the changes brought about in our
lending procedures through the use cf this devi ce This gives our
staff better control over the lo cat ioni of material ir C:PNM arid
better information as to the imposition of fines for the wanton
di s regard of Un i vers i ty L i b nary re gui at i cn s regard i nq usacfe
outside the confines of the CPNM area. It also brings us into
conformity with the other C:entrai Servi ce Depts. in our loar
p r o ce d u r e s

The research value of gun newspaper collect i ori both in handc:opy
and microfilm format is one strength of C:PNM. This collection is
being scrutinized fon possible withdrawals as to material no
longer needed in our research col lectionis - Whi le CPNM staff are
not privy to the intellectual processes instituted by the
Collection Developmemt Committee to be followed in the decision-
making as to retention or cancellation of subscriptions, they
have been consul ted. through admini i strat ive charme is con cern ing
the impact of such decisions on our operations. Two Arizona
newspaper backfiles ori microfilm were added this fiscal year
These are the Courier from Prescott, Arizona arid the Mohave Daily
Minier from Kinigmani , Arizona. We have also added an extensive
collect i ori of Ameni cani Indiani newspapers arid peri odi cals or
microfilm consisting of materials collected from all over the
United States. With the addition of these collections, our
holdings of Arizona newspapers and of ethnic pub li cations have
become even more valuable to researchers at the University.

Ijur mi crofi che holdings of pubi i cal ly-heid companies reporting to
the U.S. Securities anid Exchange C:ommission (SEC:) is another
great strength. The coi lection of 10-K's and Annual Report to
Shareholders (ARS) grows by about 37,500 fi che per year. This
gives reseachers using this collection unparalled access to a
huge database of financial materials in compact form.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The lack of workspace remains the major limitation in CPNM. The
loan desk is the only place in the area where materials may be
opened, sorted, checkedin arid stamped with the University
Library's property stamp without direct patron interference with
these processes. These activities take place in full view of the
public areas of CPNM arid under the observat ieri of arty patron who
cares to observe the status of newly received material ir, the
area. Such observation interrupts the routines established to
ensure the proper receipt of materials in the area. It also
causes problems in separating new material from materials needing
refiling- :PNM staff are constantly monitoring the student
assistants performing these duties in order to keep the tasks
segregated because of the close confines in which these duties
are performed along with all the work that is being done to
ensure the proper operation of :PNM.

More GEAC: terminals are neede':l in order to dccii cate one machine
to barcoding of new material entering the area. The present.
mach inc shou]. ci be dedicated to loar charries and dis charges
Another terminal should be made available in the Mi croforns a--ea.

An INN0'JAC:Q termina]. should be made ava.i labl e ir C:PNM in order to
el im mate the marua 1 che ck in o t per i od i cal s al ong wi th
newspapers. It does not make sense to check-in periodi cal s via
computer ir the Serial s Dept. arid then tri che rk them ini manual ly
in CPNM. We r-cal i ze that Serial s i s closed after- QQ p m and or
we e ken ds and that we ne ed to g i ve i r fr-mat i cn tri pat ron s
concerning the receiving status of periodicals, but manual files
are bulky and cumbersome to maintain in our limited workspace. An
INNÜVACQ ter-minal would do much in all eviat ing some of the
congestion in the area.

The bindery clerk' s j ob should be audi ted with a view to
upgrading it. It is now ranked as a Library C:ler4:: II positior
but given all the changes ir the area, a new audit should be made
of the duties assigned to the person holding this position.
The efforts of the Library administration are appreciated in
overcoming these limit.ations. We realize that major remodelling
of the area is e>penisive. Electronic terminals replacing our
manual fi les for giving of information to the publ ir and staff ir
other areas would seem to be a viable alternative to such
remodel 1 ing.



FUTLIRE PLPiNS

Southwest Microfilms, Inc. has a mai or newspaper from Me>i co
available. Excelsior would be a good addition to our newspaper
collection in microfilm. Faculty from the political science,
history, j ournal ism and romance language depts . have supported
acquisticiri of such a resource for many years. The 19871:38 fiscal
year would be a good time to pursue with the Library C:ol lection
Development C:ommittee the purchase of several years of this
newspaper for use by researchers at the University.

The guide Newspapers in the IJnuiversity of Arizona Library needs
revisior because of the extensive review to subscriptions
undertaken by the University Librarian at the request of the
University President. This revision çii i take place after the
committee ir charge of this review publishes its decisions ir
f jniai form.

4
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S IJMMARY

Personnel Tite departinett ': ortuttate in e:.:FerieIïLin, im Lintìover
iniot s La I. f this pa. L year Rober t MI te 111211. iì;int;ed Lite de ri te' L very
cli. cet. i vr iv duri n the seven ¡lotit hs i was aiai.y on sa it Li cal and profe s-
notai leave. Tn addii ion to over c'Iny normai opei,aL lotis and services,
he ai so completed a ni itiiicanL amount of reference triinin for 1)0th
career staff ami several ne'. student assistants and shepherded the
departnirnL 's proposal to relinquish relottaI deposi tory sta Lus very
success fully Lltrou:'Ji the aiirova1 process

Services '. Duc to cuts in the Library' s budget early in lite aCadcn1IC
years tite dei.'arti-euit suffered a 1fl1 reduction in service hours. Eveutilld
deSk ser'ìice during tite week was trf,tIie(I four hours , and Saturday ,orit
Ing service was di scontinued. Despite these cuts and ¡ny seven-month
ab.;eutc, preliminary estimates of our service stati sties du noL reveal a
proport oua te decline in demand tor ass istauce at the desk. Titis would
ind.i.r.ate a busier year than ever f or documents reference staff. Final
tahe'latlotis i I loan trauractions and rciy-relcrctice online sea relics
il.l foL he available until t'e end oU the fiscal year s liowevet, the

dt'parLnieitt does noL ex!u:ct any dramatic changes over last year s totals
The ¡nc t hod used Lo count Geac loan activity (i . e . by Le ruinai ¿tOi.ti)
rather Litait location) continues to orni t documents checked out at tite
u.tain loan desk, ti.tu t!1aIdn our circulation statistics appear lower Litan
they er Leali y should be

Processing Most technical service activit:ies were sustai ted at their
itormal. ligh levels during tite year. Orders and interlibrary loan
requcs to for depository publications itever received continued to
increase. The number of records for docuwenLs added to Cene and of
volumes hound will likely cotie close to last year' s totals . Although
tite fi gitres for print onu microform acqni.sitions are not yet avallo 'le,
Lucre lias been a drama tic decrease in depository microfiche receipts
during recent months. GPO lias offered rio explano tian [or this trciid,
which fi i es in the face of of fidel GI'O 1)011 icy endors.iiug greater
reliance. oui tt.i crol leite dissemination as a pr:[mary means of aciu.i.evitt',
manda tech coo L OLIVi UtJ

Tite department ended iLs partic.ipatiou in tite 050/t190 CooperatiVe
ca L ru log ca te produc lion project las t Sep tetiber, St;.i 1. f tute er pended un
tite project could ito longer be justifIed in light of increased demands
for high quali ty reference service and the lack of progress in obtaining
funds to inipleinetit an online catalog.

lite Li bra ry n proposal Lo relinquish its rog:ioiial depository sta Lus WaS
officinli.y sanctioned by Lite University adninistra Lion itt Hay, and for
tite last several weeks tiic department itas been. feverishly reparirt; its
lint of i Letti deseitcilons for si.uht.tissiom Lo GPo Tite Initial round of
aeselections will be completed by June 15th Depository receipts will
he eioL;ely monitored during the coming months to identify additi oriol
tunwariteel serles The department lias beet., repeatedly assured hy GPO
officials that deselections will be accepted at any time.



iinprover.icii Ls in doci.iinerits collection security are attainahic , though at
iricrea :cd cos L for su pilies1 labor1 arid possibly capi, ta ï eq u i. pire lit. A

deparLmental ioal for the coning year is to investigate Lire various
options which exist for such imnproverients to determine their i inpacts Or)
other der'arLments opera Lions, and Lo make specific reconinicinila I:loins
which can he inipiementeil irr the following fiscal year.

A tini rd 11ml tation experienced by the departiren L during tile fl '; L year
as the irialili ty to acqui ni important docurrents and access tools due to

recenti ',' imposed huriLet restrictious As rient toned earlier lin this
report, it is a new Lint La tioii arid one largely beyond our cori t rol.
Close cnri Loring of L1ne purchaseb of other deposilor les in time s taLe Lind
region may help to iiiiti;aLe its negati ve iiin[icL On (1OcUiflLS C(i1teCLiOfl
use rs.

FUTURI PLANS

Tine coalnig yea r uil I, be One ol chah cii and inpporitimiity foc the
departiient. Once tire switch to selective depository status lias been
folly realized staff eiiorts can he redirected to areas viiph;rsiziing
collecti on builJ Lug and access. The tuo principal histori cal strengths
nJ the dspartrnemnt-- collection depth and stai f expertise--can he erlinLmnced
through iitpleniientati on of efl ecti.ve collection developmncirt procedures
amid erjnanded stff training activi t tes. After December ]7, these util
icvoi ve not only to federal and UN government pniblicaLioins hut those
issued by Arizona s tatet county1 and local agencies as ud . A renewed
emplias is ou improved patron service will underlie our efforts in these
areas

Tite depa ctmienL will athire;s its continuing space problem by ana1.yzi ng
Lime inpact of selective stat:us or' tine physical rc(luiremenrts of t1i
cderal documents collection and making appropriate recoimienda ti omis to

tire Facilities Task Force of Planning Council. Sirnilarly, alternatives
for attaining bett:er collection security will he evaluated and solutions
proposed to the Library adriinuistration.

Continued iìiLtteriRls and caitai equipment 1'udget limitations pro jected
for Lire coining year will trot he easy to deal with. Hopefully, however,
they will riot entirely negate our ability to take advantage of neu
CD/RON re f ererice products arid automation applica tionns which wound great-
ly facilitate attainment of our guais of improved collection building
amici public service

Cynthia E. Bouer
Head Documents Li rarian
June 12, 1.917
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SUMJ"IPRY

Staff chanoes irs the department durino 1986/87 had a maior imDact
ori services and ooerat ions. Dale Steele. Mao Reference
Librarian, left to accept a position at the State Library in
Phoenix ors May 6. Because of staff shortfalls thrc'uohc'ut the
system, discussi oris were conducted in Pl anni rip Cc'unci I concerni no
the oossible transfer of the oosition to other units. The Head
Mao Librarian prepared written document at ion arid presented oral
justifications for retainino the position ini the Mao Collection.
However, ari interim olans of continuing a half time, temporary
(one year) reference librarian was decided by Pd Grouo. This
situaticir, was to be reviewed at the end of the fiscal year.
Deoartment staff initiated recruitment for a new librarian and an
appointment was made in Puoust at which time Ellen Gill assumed
the position.
P review of this position was held in Pd Grouo and a decision was
made to retain a oermanent, half time reference librarian ini the
Map Collection. Further discussions led to a decision tc' appoint
Jack Mount from Science Enciineerinsg Library to this oosition
effective July 1987e

The transfer of resocinisibility for catalciolnip books, atlases,
and serials from the Mao Collection to the Catalooina Department
reoreserited a siariificant chanue. This move was initiated after
much deliberation. The transition has oor,e smoothly with few
problems encountered. The Mao Cataloger does cc'nt mue to work
closely with the original catalc'uer as well as the 050 arid 090
staff irs the deoartment. The long-range benefits to the
department will be the ability of the mao cataloger to
c':injcent rat e sol ely on cart opraoh i c mat eri als.

Mao Collect ion staff spent many hours and days in planning for a
revisil:In, of the collection develc'ornent policy for cartocraphic
materials. The existing policy was outdated and did riot
address a wide-range of materials collected by the deoartment P

first draft was submitted for consideration to the Library
Collection Develoornerst Policy Committee for comments. P final
version of the policy will be available by Jurie 1988.

The fol lowino are a list of si ansi ficarit accc'mol ishments for
1986/87:

- Productions of five issues of the MPP NEWS MONTHLY
- »Cartooraohic Corner» feature initiated f or Library

NEWSLETTER
- Pli staff trained in word processing
- Trainino of Cataiooino Department staff into atlas cataloging
- Innovaco order form revised and order process changed
- Survey of state Dept. of Trans. maos (Orders initiated)
- Shifted the oversize collection
- Particioated in the City Summer Youth Emoloyment Prooram
- Completed several preservations projects
- Entry of over 600 rare mao titles into GEPC
- Generation of geologic indexes and Chilean indexes



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major streriaths in the Ma Collect ion continue as usual to be
the uaiity of the staff from student assistants thrc'uah
Department Head The experience arid trainiriD of these
specialists in cartoaraohic materials provides the university
community access and interretat ion to one of the finest ma
collections in the nation. The ability of the staff to
accomolish most of its Dc*als for 1986/87 with basic resources is
reflective of their value. The staff also remained most active
in local state, and nat ic'nal orpani zat ions.



MÇJOR LIMITTIONS

The overridino factors limitino Mao Collection staff from
accomol ishirio major ooals and mission are orirnari lv related to
st af f irifl, eo ui ornent arid maten als bud Det s. Hours of operations
have been cut as a result of cuts in staffino and student waoes
arid the quality and in-depth reference assistance has been
affected. Student assistants have been used more c'ri the
reference desk and patrons may riot have received the hiphest
level of assistance desired. The use career staff arid librarians
for chanQin and recharoino materials which could easily be
handled by students is inefficient. Staff also type most of
their documents, rnemc's, and letters and maintain fi les due to a
lack of clerical su000rt.



PLANS FOR 1987/88

- Train new reference librarian into the molicies arid
procedures of the Map Cc'ilectic'ri.

- Cc'riiplete a final version of the collection develooment
ol icy statement for the deoartment.

- Conduct ar, abbreviated collection analysis Project.

- Write iustificatic'ni for clerical assistant arid lobby
for appointment

- Part ici pate in a library-wide staffinia/workload study.

- Identify areas of riia.ior need arid develop "PathfinderTM
ouides for mao reference desk.
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LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1986/87

SUMMARY

One o-F the most significant events -to have occurred this

year was the resignation o-F Karen Blank, Head Loan Librarian,

who moved on -to become Head of Access Services at the University

o-F California at Davis Library on February 1, 1987. Since that

time David Buxton has served as acting head.

Regarding stacK maintenance, new shelving was installed on

4A ir order to accommodate growth in that area. In addition, a
special project to shelf read the much of the stacKs in both
Main and SEL was undertaken.

In the Fines O-F-Fice, a new terminal was installed to pro-

vide online access to the University's Accounts Payable system

so that fines can he charged and collected in real time, The

Fines Of-Fice staff has begun a project to systematically expire
borrowers cards issued to faculty for extended periods. This is
being done in order to collect outstanding -Fines which have

accumulated over the years. This has met with some resistance
-from the faculty.. but in most cases it has allowed the Fines
Office staff to get its records in better shape.

Lack of space remains a problem in the Reserve Book Room in

the Science/Engineering Library. While there was some hope that

the -Former PLATO room in SEL would be made available for a new
RBR, that never came to pass. Some cons iderat ion was given to

the idea o-F consolidating all reserve operations in one site at

the Main Library, but that did not occur.

Department wide, staff turnover has been an issue, from -the

Department Head on down. The budget cut caused delays in filling

sorne positions in order to save salaries. As a result, for exam-

ple, one position in the Fines Office was left vacant for over
six months. In spite o-F this the Loan staff managed to provide
exceptional service. The difficulty in securing work study em-

ployees made it impossible for the department to stretch its
student wages budget as far as it had in the past. This led to

some deferring of shelf reading projects.. and caused a notice-

able deter iorat ion in the speed with which books were returned

to the shelf.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1986/87

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Loan Department 's maj or strength continues to be its
staff. In spite of budget cuts causing delays in the filling o-f
vacant positions, and in spite of the loss of a full time depart-
ment head, the staff has managed to cont mue its trad it ion o-F
exceptional service. It is true, however, that choices had to be
made in the deployment of staff, and as a result certairi servic-
es suffered.

The Geac circulation system must also be given recognition
as a major strength. Although its operation is not under the
control of the Loan Department, the department does use the
system and has come to rely on it. Geac continues to run without
a hitch with great consistency. Down time this year was minimal,
although there was one head crash which caused an interruption
in service for a little over one day.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1986 /87

MAJOR WEAKNESSES

The inability to recruit and retain work study student
workers, and the lack o-F space in the SEL RBR were the major'
weaknesses o-F 'the department this year.

Since the Loan Department has been unable to classify stu-
dents who work at the Loan Desk, those who work in the Reserve
Book Rooms, or the students who do searching to the S2 classifi-
cation it has been difficult to Induce them to go through the
process of being recruited as shelvers and then to be promoted
to more responsible tasks. Such promotions have very little
meaning when there is no increase in wage to match the increase
in responsibility. The result of this has been an increase in
the average hourly wage for Loan Department studen-t workers from
$2.95 last year -to $3.31 this year. That has meant that with a
stable student wages budget, the department has been only able
to afford fewer student hours, This has caused a noticeable
deterioration in such services as shelf reading and shelving.

The Reserve Book Room in SEL remains a very uncongenial
place to work on account of the intense crowding of staff and
facilities into a small area. Un-Fortunately, it does not look
like any better space will become available in SEL for -the fore-
seeable future. The possibility of consolidating Reserve Book
Room services in Main has been and should be again considered.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1986/87

FUTURE PLANS

A number of -things lie in store for the Loan Departmeiit in
the coming year. Among them is the new Student In-formation Sys-
tem (SIS). This administrative computer system will centralize
and streamline the process o-F collecting -fees and other charges
from reqis-tered students. The area of Loan this system will
affect most directly will be the Fines Of-Fice, With luck this
system will reduce the amount of fines taken in at the Fines
Office, allowing the staff there to assume new responsibilities.

If the proposed renovation of Cl and 82 is indeed -Funded
this coming year it will affect services at Loan considerably.
One possible scenario is to have the Reserve Book Room in Main
move down to newly created space on Cl. In many respects it
would be preferable to leave the Reserve Book Room on 82 and
share space and other fac i lit les, and perhaps even staffing and
administration, with the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, aiid
Microforiiis facility.

Of course, having a new head of the department will ::ause a
considerable improvement in the department. The hope it this
t ime is to have the new department head s-tart on 1 September.
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SUHNARY

During the year the Media Center:

Received some relief from its staff shortage problem when the Library
Administration assigned a 60% professional position to the department in
January 1987, but it also had to operate under the staffing limitations
that resulted from two resignations during a period when a delayed hiring
and/or a hiring freeze situation existed0 The department operated with
only three experienced staff members from November 1986 through February
1987.

Placed almost twice as many items "on reserve" as it had the previous year
with a total of 900+ items representing 40 different courses, but it also
had to turn down several requests to place VHS material "on reserve" be-
cause the department lacks individualized playback for the format.

Was able to acquire more than $4000 worth of new playback equipment includ-
ing the department's first videodisc player and RGB monitor0 About 25% of
the equipment purchased was funded as capital equipment, more than 50% was
acquired by various gift arrangements.

Realized a 22% increase in reference qieries and an 8% increase in requests
to use the Media Center classrooms, Many of the new requests for using the
classrooms resulted from the department's ability to provide large-screen
video and computer display presentations.

Processed more than 500 adds to the Textbook Collection.

Submitted more than 500 book order requests for the Juvenile Collection
and Media Reference shelves. Sixty-four percent of these were university

faculty requests.

Processed more than 2700 pieces of media for the non-print collection.
Approximately 3% of these items were replacements for damaged, missing, or
worn items.

Endured 35.2% cut in its supplies budget from the previous year's alloca-

tion.

Saw the number of circulation transactions handled by the department in-
crease substantially for the fifth consecutive year0

Had its staff conduct 40 instructional sessions which were offered to a
total of nearly 750 students. These numbers represented a five year high
for the Media Center staff involved in library instruction sessions.
Department staff also contributed to the library instructional program by
assisting in the production of a new library audiotape tour and a sound-
slide program introducing the Media Center's program and services.



STRENGTHS

High level of demand for department's services.

Ability to provide large screen viewing of computer displays and video-

tapes.

All three collections completely represented in GEAC database.

Three very experienced and knowledgeable staff members.

All department staff are conscientious workers who understand the needs of

a service-oriented department.

A current computerized inventory file of department equipment.

Reliable, hard-working and well-trained student assistants.

A growing reliance by faculty for the department to provide media reserve
service.

Direct participation by department staff in computerized ordering
procedures for its new materials using Innovacq.

High number of Juvenile titles reclassed to LC in 1986-87 (2000+).

Acquisition and availability of the Video Encyclopedia of the 20th Century

on video disc.



L IMITAT IONS

Lack of VHS viewing equipment and space for individualized viewing of VHS
reserve tapes.

Shared use of IBM-PC in department for on-line and computer demonstrations
limits ability for department personnel to do bibliographic searching and
word processing. Need pc-clone solely for departmental use.

Department does not have any equipment capable of cleaning and inspecting
videotapes. Oxide build-up on tapes adversely affects playback equipment
and tapes cannot be preserved for optimal life.

In 1986-87 the department suffered from the library's delayed hiring
practice and the subsequent university-wide hiring moritorium imposed as
a response to state budget cuts for filling vacant positions. Three

people had to cover the entire department operations for three months until
hiring was permitted, then had to not only cover operations but train three
new people all at once.

The department supplies budget was cut. With capital equipment bid price
at $300.00, the Media Center finds itslf in a position of having to
purchase not only office supplies but media equipment supplies and other
operational support supplies from this budget. Orders for many projection

lamps had to be held.

Four aging video monitors are badly in need of replacement

The department does not have a public access GEAC terminal for patron uses

Although the department is now fully staffed, the three new staff members
who are very conscientious still lack experience and knowledge that will
provide our users with optimal service. This limitation should lessen in

the coming months.

The department does not have any video player/recorders compatible with PAL
or SECAM tapes, thus we are unable to provide playback for many foreign
made 1/2" videocassettes.

The library's plan to ask each department to provide 10% of its staff time
to the on-line catalog project is a difficult prospect for the Media Center
to face given the department's present service demands.

Personnel losses this past year limited the department's ability to preview
programs in order to make purchase decisions.

The department would benefit from the availability of another classroom for
media showings and library instruction sessions.



FUTURE PLANS

Provide area and equipment for students to view reserve materials in VHS
format.

Write a collection development policy statement for each of the three
department collections: Textbooks, Juvenile Literature, Non-print Media.

Analyze the need for retaining historical media materials, both commercial
and educational.

Continue to integrate the 60% professional position into the department's
programs and services.

Submit an equipment request for a video inspection and cleaning unit.

Continue to initiate reclass requests for the Juvenile Literature
Collection.

Maintain the high levels of service the department offers to its users.

Continue to purchase materials which will upgrade the department's
collections.

Utilize the department's computer for more on-line bibliographic searching0
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I. Summary of Activity

This has been an active year for the Catalog Department. We have undertaken

several new projects; continued a major project, Retrospective Conversion;
filled thirteen vacant positions; and cataloged approximately 52,500 titles.

The department continues to run smoothly and to make efficient use of its

human and physical resources.

Based on our cataloging statistics for 11 months, we will catalog an estimated

52,500 titles this year on OCLC. This represents a 5% decrease from last

year's cataloging production. This decline in production Is due to a variety

of factors, the major ones being: the many vacant positions we had this year

and the time spent in training; the reduction in number of books which have
Library of Congress (050) cataloging copy; and the fact that some of the

department's time and energy has been diverted to other activities due to the
demands of special projects or to the loss of regular department personnel.

One other factor which has affected production is department " production

burn-out." The department has pushed itself to excel in production for the

past two years and that level of pressure cannot be sustained forever. For

the sake of our collective mental health, we have eased up somewhat on produc-

tion. Although we have cataloged fewer books this year than last, we have
received fewer as well (ca. 42,000), which means we have had a chance to

catalog at least 10,000 books from our backlog.

The Retrospective Conversion Project staff have been able to convert 67,407

records to machine readable format since the project began a little over a

year ago. The majority of these records were converted using the Microcon
program; but 6884 were done directly on OCLC after funding for student assis-

tants and Microcon was eliminated and 445 records have been added to the OCLC

database as original cataloging records. We began using Microcon again in

March and by the end of June we plan to have 12,000 additional records input.

The new projects that we have undertaken this year include:
LASS Authority System: Our department served as a test site for the devel-

opment and the implementation of this software program which produces name

authority cards and references.
- Cataloging of monographs for the Map Collection: We assumed responsibility

for the original and copy cataloging of monographs from the Map Collection in

July 1986. We have cataloged 420 in the past 10 months.
- Fast cataloging: We have cataloged 5718 books so far this year using a

process of minimal editing and post-cataloging authority work.

- R&R of Juvenile Dewey Collection: The R&R cataloger has reclassed and
recataloged between 1,500 - 2,000 juvenile books during the year.

Department members have not only been busy with their departmental work; they

have also been actively involved in staff development and service to the

library. The Catalog Department is represented on every major committee in

the library, with four of them being chaired by department members. We con-

tribute hundreds of hours of reference assistance at the Science-Engineering,

Music Collection and Government Documents reference desks; plus many volunteer

hours to library instruction. We have taken advantage of many staff develop-
ment workshops offered by the library and the Personnel Department; and we

have been involved in staff sharing and cooperative projects with several

other departments in the library.



II. Major Strengths

The major strength of the department is the dedicated, hard working and adapt-
able staff. Their level of experience and expertise is quite remarkable. The

forty-eight current members of the Catalog Department have a combined total of
300 years of experience in the University of Arizona Library and an average of
9.5 years of general library experience per person. The staff's ability to

adapt to change and to remain open and flexible should also be praised.
During the year, as needed, department members have volunteered to learn new
tasks and to help with work other than their own. There has been a sharing of

people's time and talent that has been very positive. A special word of

praise should be included about the section supervisors. In a department as
large as this one, section heads must take on a great deal of responsibility

and independence. The five section heads in the Catalog Department do an

excellent job of this. Finally, the department would be lost without our
student assistants, who demonstrate a dedication to the department and a
commitment to their work that is admirable. If a department is only as good

as its staff, then the Catalog Department is very, very good indeed.



III. Major Limitations:

Reduction in number of 050 books: Due to a declining monographs budget,

we have received fewer books this year and, therefore, fewer books with

Library of Congress cataloging. For the past several months, we have barely

had enough 050 books for the six 050 copy catalogers. To remedy this, the

050 catalogers have helped the Pre-Catalog Section search the second search

books on OCLC with the hope of increasing the number of 050 books. Also,

beginning June 1, one 050 cataloger has been assigned half-time to the Retro-

spective Conversion Project. We are expecting the number of 050 books to pick

up when we begin ordering new books again, but we may never see the same number

of those books as we have in the past. If this trend continues through next

year and if we do not become actively involved with an online catalog, we will
probably need to permanently reassign one or more of the 050 positions.

Lack of computer hardware: The entire department is becoming more and more

dependent on computers to get our work done. The new LASS authority system
requires computer time to run its program and to print the cards. Currently the

LASS work is divided between the Authority Section and Bibliographic Support
Section. The Authority Section can run the entire program on their M300 which
has expanded memory (the only one in the department with sufficient memory); but

Bibliographic Support must jump between three terminals, one for downloading,
one for processing and one for printing. The Authority Section currently keeps
the ever-growing Established Headings List on 36 floppy disks. They desperately

need a hard disk to be able to process this list more efficiently and to be able

to load the software for the various programs that they use in the course of

their workday. The lack of a sufficient number of M300 OCLC terminals, these
being the only OCLC terminals that can handle the ALA character set and can

print diacritics, causes delays in workflow and requires elaborate terminal

scheduling in order to make optimum use of the two existing M300s.

Space needs: Space for people within the department continued to be a problem

this year. A department committee designed a plan for the reallocation of space

between sections in the department, but the plan requires moving 30 workstations

and a major range of shelving plus moving and buying additional power poles.

This move must be done by Physical Resources and there were not sufficient funds

to pay for it this year. While designing the plan and discussing it with all

sections made us feel like we were doing something positive about our space
problems, the 090 Copy Cataloging Section, the section with the most severe
space needs, did not get any physical relief and had to work in a much less than

optimal working environment.

Subject maintenance: This year we lost 25% more of Gene Spesard's time, the
LAIT in the Authority Section who has the main responsibility for subject main-

tenance. Gene now works 50% of his time for the Catalog Department and 50% for

Computer Systems. While Gene's primary responsibility in the Authority Section

is subject maintenance, it is certainly not his only responsibility and particu-

larly this year Gene was involved in the testing and implementing of LASS. A

backlog of subject maintenance work developed, with no obvious LAIT candidate to

fill in for Gene's missing 50%. The solution has been to share the work among
Gene, an LAIV and an LAI from the Authority Section and an LAu from the 090

Copy Cataloging Section, who together spend 36 hours per week on subject mainte-

nance.



IV. Future Plans

Planning and preparing for the Online Catalog: This year, as in past years,
there is the possibility for an online catalog. If the possibility becomes a
reality, it will affect the department greatly and we will be immersed in
planning and preparing for the changes this would bring about. Regardless of
what happens this year, we will continue to prepare for an online catalog by:
supporting the Retrospective Conversion Project, reading about and discussing
the implications of an online catalog and an online catalog maintenance system,
continuing to analyze our cataloging procedures in light of an online envi-
ronment, and learning as much as possible about our archival tapes and the
processes needed to make those tapes usable.

Departmental move: The importance of this move was discussed under the limita-
tions section of this report. The successful completion of this move, coupled
with the rearrangement of some of our OCLC terminals, is one of our most pressing
future plans.

Innovacq in the Catalog Department: We are slated to receive an Innovacq
terminal in the department next year. Having our own terminal will allow us
to transfer the control of the backlog from GEAC to Innovacq, which will be much
more efficient for us. It will also allow us much easier and quicker access to
Innovacq and this should improve our understanding and use of the system
greatly.

Staff sharing within the department: Many staff members have mentioned their
need and desire to know more about the work of the other sections of the
department. Staff sharing and increased communication between sections wIll be
a priority for the coming year.

Cataloging Policy Board: Now that we have filled the Principal Cataloger
position, we need to revitalize the Cataloging Policy Board to enhance commu-
nication between all the units in the library who catalog and to standardize
cataloging policy.
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I. SUMMARY

The past year was a year of intense activity, reevaluation and
redesign of procedures, workflow, and work areas, challenge and
change, and animated progress toward previously defined goals for
the Serials Department.

Implementation of INNOVACQ continued at a rapid pace with the
creation of 23,000 serial bibliographic and order records, and
10,000 serial check-in records. A new tape load service for
FAXON invoices was successfully integrated into INNOVACQ
procedures. Many new local procedures were written to
incorporate the changes brought about by INNOVACQ and strides
were made in conquering the Systematic Claiming Function. During
implementation of INNOVACQ, 163 monographic Catalog Department
adds were identified, removed from the Serials Department, and
transferred to the Acquisitions Department for future processing.

The first phase of the SOLAR project was completed with 46,000
titles coded for input. In addition, 6,000 SOLAR records from
the initial project were input locally in a six-month period,
beating the April, 1987, deadline for production of the final
microfiche list. Continuous local updating and maintenance of
SOLAR began in October, 1986. Programming changes to the U of A
Serials List microfiche headers were made in response to requests
from public service staff.

The first year of a three-year Serials Review Project was
completed, a direct response to double digit inflation,
differential pricing by foreign publishers, and the failing
American dollar. Titles selected for cancellation this year will
account for the recovery of approximately $80,000 for the
materials budget next year. An evaluation of the service
provided by one domestic vendor resulted in the transfer of 3,296
titles to other vendors providing better and more responsive
service. INNOVACQ was utilized to identify direct orders to
publishers in order to transfer them to vendors to improve
service and save staff time in processing orders, claims, and
invoice payments. FAXON'S DATALINX service was determined to be
an extremely valuable tool in validating serials publishing
information. In October, 1986, the service was upgraded from
dial-up to dedicated line access.

A new Senior Serials Catalog Librarian was hired in March, 1987,
to oversee the redesigned Serials Cataloging Section. The
serials cataloging backlog was completely reorganized, counted,
and divided into appropriate categories according to cataloging
requirements. A finding tool was created for access and
identification. New priorities were established for cataloging.
Reorganization and identification of the backlog, a major
achievement, will allow flexibility in the future to change
cataloging priorities easily and allow for incorporation of new
or unexpected projects without losing track of what remains to be
done.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the Serials Department continues to be the
staff. The achievements of the Serials Department are the result
of the combined efforts of each individual in the department.

Implementation of INNOVACQ called upon the resources of everyone
for its successful integration into existing procedures. Staff
members at all levels proved to be highly capable and innovative.
The completion of the initial SOLAR project was a significant
achievement. Staff willingly accepted the integration of new
SOLAR obligations into departmental procedures, without
additional staff, and assumed local responsibility for its
ongoing maintenance.

The Serials Review Project provided another new challenge and
tested the endurance level of Serials Department staff. The
transfer of a large number of titles from one domestic vendor to
other vendors created problems which were identified by alert and
responsive staff. Follow-up by staff insures that record
integrity remains intact.

Throughout the year, Section Heads exhibited enthusiasm in their
approach to problem resolution and were able to engender
enthusiasm in their subordinates. Section Heads have a high
energy level and display a high degree of imagination, ingenuity
and creativity in daily activity.

Staff members in the Serials Department have learned to use
WordPerfect effectively. Staff members have been involved in
staff-sharing with other departments, and have volunteered and
participated in the Library Instruction Skills presentation
classes. Together with members of the Acquisitions Department,
staff identified wasted space in both departments and redesigned
work areas to better accommodate workflow and alleviate crowded
conditions.

In addition, one staff member has made a significant contribution
to the University, outside the Serials Department. Liz Bezanson
is serving, for the second year, as President of Staff Advisory
Council. She also serves on the University's Century II, Student
Recreation Center, and Task Force on University Relations with
the Community committees. She received recognition for her
achievements when she was nominated by President Henry Koffler
for the Southern Arizona Women on the Move Award.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Throughout the year, the backlog of serial publications awaiting
check-in remained critical. The backlog created daily problems
for staff in the Serials and Acquisitions departments, as well as
staff and patrons in public service areas. The backlog,
consisting of approximately 3,960 issues on any given day, is
untraceable and undocumented in any Library record or file.

At one point during the year, the backlog moved into overflow
shelving. Although the creation of INNOVACQ records impacted the
workf low in the Receiving Section, a continuous backlog existed
before the implementation of INNOVACQ. The use of student
assistants for check-in creates an uneven workflow, but even when
student staffing is at peak levels, the backlog remains.
Cleaning out the shelves once or twice a year is an unacceptable
solution to a situation that creates daily problems.

During the year, staff in the Bibliographic Edit Section checked-
in on a regular basis in the Receiving Section, and the backlog
remained. At times, staff throughout the Serials Department were
asked to check-in 1-2 hours per day, and the backlog remained.
The INNOVACQ system allows for the elimination of the
alphabetical presort of publications. But without current or
daily turnaround time for check-in, the presort of publications
will have to continue in order to identify and extract titles
designated RUSH. Current check-in would eliminate the need for
RUSH designations on many titles, which have been annotated RUSH
only to ensure their retrieval from the constant backlog. The
periodicals backlog seriously affects the timely distribution of
issues to public service areas, and our service to patrons
utilizing research journals for current and/or unique research
data.

Throughout the year, the backlog of non-periodical, unbound
publications was about 2-4 months old. This backlog consisted of
approximately 1,380 undocumented publications on any given day.
Invoices were sometimes tucked inside these issues, unseen and
unnoticed until months later. This backlog seriously affected
workf low in the Acquisitions Department Accounting Section. At
times they would receive second or third invoices for items which
had not been officially received, or checked-in. These
statements were followed by letters threatening to turn the
billing over to a collection agency. Two members of the
Accounting Section spent time searching through the stacks of
unorganized publications trying to locate the issue detailed on
the invoice. The backlog affected the claiming of issues by the
LAI in the Receiving Section. Now that the Systematic Claiming
Function of the INNOVACQ system is being utilized, the situation
will worsen. The system will alert the Claims Assistant to claim
for expected issues that have not been checked-in, but that may
be sitting two feet away. Claimed duplicate issues may arrive,
as well as duplicate invoices.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

The Receiving Section will complete the implementation of
INNOVACQ within the Serials Department by inputting the remaining
manual records of currently received titles for check-in by July,
1988. The Receiving Section will be reorganized to accommodate
an addition of i FTE for check-in, transferred from the
Bibliographic Edit Section. Ideally, more additional staffing
from outside the Serials Department will be supplied in the
future to bring check-in up to the standard of daily receipt. The
Bibliographic Edit Section will utilize additional student hours
and reallocation of responsibilities in order to accommodate the
changes that will occur with the transfer of a position to the
Receiving Section. Use of the bindery module and the summary
holdings field on INNOVACQ will be investigated.

The second phase, and follow-up of the first phase, of the three-
year Serials Review Project will be completed, cancellations of
titles recommended for deselection will be forwarded to
publishers and vendors by the Acquisitions Section, and all
sections will update departmental and Library records to reflect
status, retention, and holdings changes. The transfer of titles
from vendor to vendor or from publisher to vendor will be
monitored closely for errors. INNOVACQ will be used to generate
management reports and track expenditures, price increases, and
vendor performance.

The Cataloging Section will begin to investigate retrospective
conversion of serial titles, in order to provide machine-readable
records for a future online catalog. The Cataloging Section and
the Serials List Section will continue to input new and updated
records into the SOLAR database on OCLC. The Cataloging Section
will follow the priorities established for cataloging, which
includes cataloging the backlog of uncataloged titles in Special
Collections. The Cataloging Section will investigate current
handling and cataloging of loose-leaf publications to determine
appropriate monographic or serial treatment. Monographic loose-
leafs that are identified will be transferred, along with their
orders and accompanying budget, to the Acquisitions Department
for future processing, and to the Cataloging Department for
proper cataloging. The Cataloging Section will prepare a matrix
for processing supplements for use within the Department by staff
in the Receiving Section. A Serials Cataloger will be hired and
trained to work in the Serials Cataloging Section.

Staff in the Serials Department will continue to utilize
WordPerfect for writing procedures and updating job descriptions.
Staff will be encouraged to learn new systems introduced into the
Department, participate in workshops and staff-sharing ventures,
look for ways to streamline procedures, and identify and
eliminate unnecessary "sacred cows."
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University of Arizona Library
Acquisitions Annual Report: 13 June 1987

Summary

The major activity of the Acquisitions department for FY 86-87 year
was to adapt the acquìstions worki low to accomodate the new procedures and
to return to normal workf low processing. ThIs meant the complete
conversion from a manual acquisìtions system to an automated one. A
database for all acquisItions' records had to be designed and then built
by keying in more than 50,000 bìblìographic records. The design and
implementation phases were accomplished without a permanent head of the
department. During this time, the staff of the Acquisitions department
was also involved in a search for a Head Acquisitions librarian. In
November of 1986, Terry Fahy, formerly from the University of Utah, was
hìred as the Head Acquisitions lìbrarìan.

Upon my arrival, we instituted new processing procedures to relieve
acqusìtìons librarians of processing tasks, transferrìng them to the
clerìcal staff of the Bibliographic section. Inputting of order records
was brought under the control of this same section, thereby establishing
bibliographic control over order records. With an on-line system, the
possibilìty of communication and ordering from remote locations arises.
Acquisitions laid out procedures for future remote input of order
requests; funding for software and hardware is the only factor that keeps
decentralized input of order requests a future event. We are moving
towards paperless files with the creation of on-line Out-of-Print, Not-
Yet-Published, and Desiderata f ìles.

For the most part, AcquisitIons has returned to a normal workf low
and can once again concentrate on processing order requests. We are
looking at what the new reports and statistics from Innovacq will be and
what new collection development needs will arise from these capabìlities.

In a year when the budget was reduced by $84,000 in the fall, it
became a major preoccupation of Acquìsitions to administer the materials
budget, supply Department Heads and Administrative Group with up-to-date
budget information, and continue to honor order requests in the face of
unknown reallocations of funds. We compiled and presented to
Administrative Group the 10-year acquisitions budget history for defense
of the material budget before the University faculty and administration.
At the same time, we preparad to hold invoices, e.g. Center for Research
Lìbrarìes, for possible fund cuts in the Spring.

The budget cuts also involved redefinition of some of our major
approval plans. We taìlored the Blackwell North America and Harrassowitz
approval plans in the late fall to make them more selective, and alas,
less comprehensive. I was asked to defend both changes at the American
Library Assocìation's mid-winter conference to the respective heads of the
companIes.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the Acquisitions Department is the staff.
They are highly educated and competent in their positions. Evidence of
this fact can be found, when, without a permanent head and during the
interim of two acting heads, the staff was able to analyse the manual
acquisitions system, design a database to serve collection development, as
well as, acquìsitìons needs, and to bring about the implementation of the
database and the system. The acquisition of Innovacq has given
Acquisitions up-to-date control over the budget and placed Acquisitions in
the forefront of automation in the Library.

On the collection development side, there has been cooperation from
the professional librarians to exercise judgement in their selections.
They have had to maintain a balance between cost effectiveness and service
to the needs of research. This often meant being the bearer of bad news
to the faculty, yet liaison has apparently not yet suffered.

Up until the cuts, the materials budget could be listed as one of
the major strengths of the department, yea Library, yea University.
According to the ML statistics published thìs year for FY 85-R6, the
University of Arizona Librarys materials budget ranked 15th overall among
research libraries, 12th in its serials acquìsitions, and 26th in its
monographìc acquisitions.

The size of the materials budget is respectable, but beneath the
veneer the serials/monograph ratio is growing out of proportion Serials
inflation and the hidden costs of Miigos further decompose its
respectability . Like a Saguaro, the affects of the freeze on the budget
may not be seen for several years.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitation in Acquisitions has been lack of sufficient
funds to continue to develop the collections at the levels previously
maintained. The possibility of building new research collections is out
of the question, at present, and maintenance of present collections is
threatened. For the Library and the Universìty, thjs poses a
philosophical question of direction: Are we to be merely a college
library or a full-fledged research facility?

The following graphs illustrate the breakdown of the Acquisitions
Budget for F? 86-87 comparad to that of F? 76-77. This comparison shows
the relative stability of Bindery and Niscellaneous costs over the past 10
years, while it reflects the growth of the Serials budget with respect to
the Book budget for the same period.
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Since serials inflation is a factor that all academic libraries must
work with, the University of Arizona ìs not alone in this dilemma.
However, each institution controls the distribution of ìtems it acquires
and thìs mix controls how far the ìnflatìon rate deviates from the norm.
If only monographs were acquired, inflation could be held to an annual
rate of about 10. When serials are included, depending on the mix of
foreign and U. S. subscrìptìons, the inflation rate climbs A research
facility needs quality serials to sustain research, it needs foreign
serials to keep abreast of world developments in research and the price of
quality publications is not controlled by the libraries but by the
publishing industry. Rock bottom, state administrations must recognize
thìs and factor an annual ìnflation rate Into the
University/Library/materials budget or the institution cannot maintain
what ìt is currently doing and must change its direction. The

administration must be communicate thìs direction.

To cope with inflation in the coming year, we have begun a three-
year serials review in order to identìfy those periodicals we can do
without. When possìble, we plan to cancel duplicate subscriptions and
those subscriptions no longer deemed necessary. In the first year of this
review, we have identified $82,000 worth of serial cuts and have begun to
cancel subscriptions. Our goal is to cut $70,000 each year for the next
three years. Although our first year cuts surpassed our goal, the ideal
figure would be $200,000 a year for the next three years. At $200,000 per
year, the monograph budget could be preserved at is present level, but
annual ìnflatìon would reduce its buyìng power and, during the same time,
no new serial subscriptions could be added. For a growing research
facìlity, this is an unacceptable future.

To further cope with inflation, we are reducing the coverage of approval
plans in order to force more selection from approval slips and to give
acquisitions the opportunity to reroute some of these slips to vendors
offering a higher discount. For the coming year, we feel that these
procedures will help to maintain the present buying power of the monograph
budget, but without relief in the near future, collection development at
the Universìty of Arizona will suffer and this may change the very nature
of the instìtution.

Misc.
8%

Misc. 7% 6% Bindery Bindery



FUTURE PLANS

We plan to involve the staff more ìn vendor and book-trade
awareness. We have discovered that by paying attention to publishers and
matching them with certain vendors, we can increase our discount and our
buying power in the short run. We hope this can be proceduralized and
documented ìn job manuals. We will continue to monitor and adjust our
approval plans in order to achieve the best discounts and most effective
coverage.

We plan to form general groups of librarìans, including a subject
cataloger, involved in subject selection, around an acquisitions librarian
and the subject responsibilities of that librarian. The purpose is to
formally coordìnate collection development activities, understand the
options in bibliographic, selection, and acquisìtons procedures,
(dìs)cover the gaps in collection management, and provide a broad base for
training new selectors in the group and strengthen faculty liaison.

We will begin to review collectìon development policies and rewrite
them whenever necessary. This means we will continue to analysa our
collections and update the policies to reflect present activity. When
possible, the groups of librarians mentioned above will participate ìn
this review, analysis, and rewrite of the policìes.

This coming year, when the position of Science Acquisitions
Librarian is filled, Acquisitions will be at full staffing for the first
tìme in two years.

tvf
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SUMMARY

Last year I reported that I had attended the National Preservation

Workshop put on by The Library of Congress and incorporated some of the

new preservation functions into our practices. This year we continued

with those functions and have added additional ones to create a more

efficient department. In the Fall we started sewing music pamphlets into

acid free mylar folders that meet the National Preservation Standards.

We continue to save our brittle research material by sending it out for

photocopying and or placing the material in custom made phase boxes

(protective enclosures) which we make ourselves. Repairs on other

material continues by using acid free archival quality materials.

Beginning July 1, 1987 we assumed responsibility for processing books

and atlases for the Map Collection including pamphlet binding and

sending some material to a commercial binder through the regtiiarworkflow.

Yearly indoctrination of book care continues with a large visual

exhibit of book abuse and the steps taken by Bindery and Preservation

Department to restore the various types of damaged material incurred by

thoughtless patrons including: damage caused by food, drink, tabacco,

water damage, torn out pages, etc.

The year included significant staff turnover. For ten months of

the year we were under staffed. Some of the vacant positions remained

open for 60 to 90 days due to the hiring freeze caused by the shortage

of state funds. Overall we had five positions turnover out of the

allocated seven. Some of the turnover can be attributed to internal

promotions. Alma Gaona was promoted from a Library Clerk II to a Data

Entry Operator II. Kay Dodder transferred to the Serials Department as

a Library Clerk III. The others involved transfers to other departments

on campus and voluntary terminations.

The major accomplishment was maintaining the efficiency and accuracy

of the work in the department in spite of staff shortages and the hiring

and training of new full time employees and student assistants.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the department continues to be the dedicated

and flexible staff. I have encouraged cross training within the depart-

to eliminate work stoppages or bottlenecks due to absences or vacant

positions. The staff is presently self motivated to the point that

when one leaves another will assume the work functions automatically

and maintain the workf low.

Another major strength is having a reputable, high quality and

in-state coinmerical binder that meets the Library Binding Standards

and gives us a two week turn-around time for material being processed

compared to the national average of four to six weeks. An additional

advantage is their close proximity making it easy to communicate, ex-

change and return items when necessary.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Staff and student turnover remain a major limitation. The reasons

for these high turnovers include: low entrance wages so that after six

months probation the new employees are qualified for promotion to other

higher paying positions in the library. This creates a continuous cycle

of training and retraining. The lag time created from the time an

employee leaves or terminates and the time we have aproficient replace-

ment is about three months. This lost time includes the absence, the

advertising or posting of the position, the interview, the training to

the point an employee can produce with proficiency the required amount

of work to sustain 1/7 of the overall production.

The Department is in dire need of a personal computer and printer

to do the necessary office paper work and reports. Also, the personal

computer would become an integral part for keeping the statistics and

accounts for the bindery records. We process over 30,000 items for the

bindery with a budget of $275,000.000. A personal computer would enhance

our method of keeping statistics and aid in the routine office work such

as word processing.



FUTURE PLANS

The future plans for Bindery and Preservation are to maintain the

current programs in spite of the overall library monetary reductions.

Providing we can retain a full staff these should be attainable. The

current programs and commitment of the department are:

Cross training of employee in the various duties in
the department.

To continue processing the new materials, @85,000 items
per year in an efficient and accurate manner.

Spend and monitor the bindery budget of $275,000.00.
Continue our commitment to the maintenance and preserva-

tion of the collections.
Set up a training program for acqusitions librarians on
current preservation practices, to help with their
selection/withdrawal decisions on research materials.

Continue educating other staff employees and patrons in
care and handling of library material.

Keep informed about INNOVACQ changes and be ready for
new procedures when processing bindery material and
work with other departments as they occur.

Should we gain on the present work load and as a continued long

range project, I would like to accelarate the inspection of the

collections to process into repair those items needing immediate

attention. Additionally I would like to press for monitoring

devices to study the conditions under which items are stored in the

various collections (Library Science and Music Collections). High

humidity and temperature variations are damaging to the collections

and should be kept at a minimum.
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SUMMARY

Personnel change has been the hallmark of the scenery of the OSC in 1986-87.
John Liu and Mary McWhortor retired in July and September respectively.
Lucia Hu was first hired in October for the academic year on a temporary
basis and in April her employment was extended to the end of December, 1987.
Although with much unexpected delay, the position of Head Oriental Studies
Librarian was finally filled by Ju-yen Teng on May 4. Shelley Phipps did

not benefit from the release of her duty as the Acting Head of the OSC,
however. She has to take care of some unfinished business of the OSC, help
Ju-yen to learn his new job, and prepare herself for the challenge of the new
position of the Acting University Librarian which she will assume in August.
Margaret bell retired by the end of the academic year. She has served the
Middle East section and its clientele for 11 years, and has contributed much
to the strength of the Middle East collection. Shelley decides to hire a
temporary staff to carry on the business of the Middle East section until
a permanent staff is employed.

Ju-yen's arrival has stirred up some excitment. He seems to fit in the
working group well and learn his new job, with Shelley's and OSC staff's
help, of course. He brings with him some new ídeas and also initiates
the following 2 projects:

Conversion of the presently locked-up and uncataloged Chinese and
Japanese monographs for circulation (6,000 titles in total).

Development of the collections through exchanges and gifts with libraries
in PRC, ROC, and Japan.

The dust of re-organization of the Oriental Studies Department has to be
settled and, as a consequence, the decision as to whether or not and when
the Middle East materials will be separated from the OSC has yet to be

made. The moving of the South Asia materials from the OSC to the main
library was originally scheduled to begin on June 19. It was postponed

until early July because of the ALA annual meeting which would be held
from June 27 to July 2 in San Francisco and to which many staffs involving
in the moving project would attend.

The test of the OCLC/CJK online cataloging subsystem was successfully
completed in December. The staff were able to learn and find out the
strengths and weaknesses of the system and agreed upon its great value
to the automation of the East Asian Libraries. The purchase of the
system, however, was postponed because of the tight budget of this fiscal
year. Shelley, Sara, and Ju-yen all favored the re-submission of the
request for purchasing the system for FY 1987-88.

Continuing support for course offerings and researches was strengthened.
Ju-yen initiated a reach-out effort to contact OSC's clientele, especially
faculty members and graduate students, in the hope of finding out their
research interests and needs. To his great surprise, he found that the
China Studies Section alone has about 20 students currently enrolled in
various Ph.D. programs and a comparable number of students in various M.A.
programs, which is an unusually large group deserving the conscientious
support of the library. The rest of the staff has also kept close touch
with faculty members and graduate students in their respective areas.

1



MAJOR STRENGTHS

2

A dedicated and hard-working staff is one of the major strengths of the

OSC. They are all committed to their work and the collections, and all
enthusiastically supportive to the course offerings and research of the
faculty members and graduate students. Faculty members are appreciative

of the close consultation and cooperation with the OSC staff.

The staff also shows great interests in OSC's counterparts in the region
as well as in the nation, and in participating in regional and national

conferences. As a result, OSC staff not only keeps close contact with
regional counterparts, but presents high visibilities in the national
scene. Communication with outside world has been constant, and necessary
information available.

The filling of the position of Head Oriental Studies Librarian is a plus
to the OSC. It is at least a good beginning for the future development
and short-term coordination of the OSC. The new Head may devote his time
to thinking, planning, and even experimenting about the new ways along
which the OSC may go. Ju-yen has already initiated a way to provide the
OSC clientele with the accessibility of the presently locked-up, uncat'ed
Chinese and Japanese monographs, and a way to develop OSC's collections
through international exchanges with libraries in PRC, ROC, and Japan.

JAPANESE SECTION

Important acquisitions include the following:

Bukkyogaku Kankei Zasshi Ronbun Bunrui Mokuroku (Classified bibliography of
periodical articles and essays on Buddhism). 1970-1983.

The OSC already has 1878-1969.

Taisho Shinshu Daizokyo Sakuin--Nihonbu (Index to Buddhist Canon--Japanese

version). 8 vols.

Zasshi Kiji Sakuin--Jimbun Shakai-han (Index to periodical articles--
Humanities and social sciences). 1980-84.

The OSC already has 1948-1979.

MIDDLE EAST SECTION

Important acquisitions include the following:

Catalog of the Arabic Collection of Harvard University. 1983.

Obtained from a private source as it is now out of print.

Skanda Purana. 3 vols. In Sanskrit.
Acquired at faculty request from a vendor in India.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS
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OSC's budget is unrealistically small in comparison with its peers in the

field. Ju-yen did point out in his job interview here in February to UA
library faculty members, especially members of the Search Committee, that
the EA Library at KU had a budget twice as large as that of the EA Section

of the OSC. Recently he discovered that while KU has only a dozen or so
students enrolled in the Ph.D. programs in the field of China Studies, UA

has 20. This fact makes OSC's budget even more unrealistic. With such a

small budget, there is no way to achieve UA Library's first goal as stated
in its "Mission Statement."

The problem of budget is by no means a question of the amount of money that
the budget has, because KU library's budget is definitely no larger than UA
library's. It seems rather to be a question of distribution, or a question
of proportion, in correspondence with the needs of the clientele.

The uncertainty of the re-organization of the Oriental Studies Department
delays a major review of OSC's collection development policies in most if
not all areas. It also hinders OSC's re-organization in terms of personnel,
space allocation, and future direction.

Chinese collection seems inbalanced in view of the sources of its materials.
As pointed out by Dr. Gimello in his interview with me during my job inter-
view trip here last February, the majority of Chinese materials were bought
from Taiwan. Much more primary source materials and scholarly works may be
acquired from PRC which are unavailable in Taiwan.

The devaluation of US dollar in relation to the Japanese Yen still haunts
the Japanese section of the OSC. A 40% of devaluation of US dollar has

occurred since September 1985. The exchange rate between the two is US$1
142 in June 1987 as against US$1165 in June 1986.

Cataloging and a timely replacement for Peg seem to be the major limitations
in the Middle East section of the OSC. Cataloging in Arabic, Persian, and
South Asia materials lag farther and farther behind acquisition. A timely

replacement for Peg who can also do cataloging is needed.

Automation is the trend as well as the future of the library. The Chinese

and Japanese sections of the OSC are no exception. The OCLC/CJK online
cataloging subsystem was tested here last year but was not purchased. It

is to the OSC's as well as UA library's advantage that we do not "miss the
train%" and acquire the system as soon as possible.

Dr. Whiting, Dr. Hedtke, Dr. Sands, and other faculty members are going to
set up a Center for Modern Chinese Studies. More funding is needed from the
library to help them start and maintain continuous support.



FUTURE PLANS
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Continuing to seek for ways to increase the budget in order to meet the
needs of the active faculty members in research and teaching, and of the
unusually large group of graduate students enrolled in Ph.D. as well as
in M.A. programs, is very important to the OSC. It is also very important
for the purpose of sustaining OSC's leading position in the West and Mid-
west conferences of the Association for Asian Studies. At present OSC is
competing with the EA library of KU for the 3rd place right after the U.
of Chicago and the U. of Illinois.

Regularly meeting with staff to evaluate, plan, and resolve problems of
each section is necessary. Communication is very important in an organization,
large or small.

Provision of public and direct access to the presently locked-up, uncataloged
Chinese and Japanese backlog monographs will continue, though perhaps in a
slower pace due to the budget restriction. "Public and direct access" not
only means that users can check out the materials, but that they can browse
through the stacks. Browsing seems one of the important intellcetual
activities for researchers and scholars..

Development of collections through international exchanges will be speeded up.
The problem of coordination with the Exchange and Gifts Section of the
Acquisition Department has to be resolved first, however. It is also
understandable that no exchange can substitute acquisition through our
own budget.

Purchase of the OCLC/CJK system to begin creating machine readable cataloging
records is highly desirable. Automation is important in the main library,
so is in the OSC.

Reviewing collection development policies and strengthening some areas in
the collections will be carried out. The review process will be coordinated
with the process set up by the Planning Council.

Serials deselection will be studied and perhaps started. Ways of adding
very important, very much needed, new serials have to workedout, however.
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I. SUMMARY

This has been a year of considerable activity for the Center,
especially in regards to the Arizona Folklore Archive. Victoria
Pendleton, a graduate student in Library Science, arranged a
practicum with us in the course of which she dubbed our
collection of pre-1980 home disc recordings onto magnetic tape.
This permits this material to be used without serious danger of
deterioration with each use. Birgit Hans, Ph.D. candidate in
English, finished organizing theGeorgeR. Barker collection of
tapes, clippings, photos and manuscripts dealing with ritual and
drama in Mexico and the Southwest. Both these important
collections are now available to scholars.

Important archival acquisitions have also been made. We have
been given two small but significant collections of 78 RPM
records which have included cowboy songs and important regional
corridos. Documents concerning a Mormon folk poet from the Upper
Gila region have been donated to the Center, as well as other
small collections dealing with the region's folk and popular
cultures. Of great importance is the fact that the Center has an
acquisitions fund for the first time in its history as a Library
branch. This has permitted us to actively pursue our goal of
preserving one copy each of every commercially made disc of
Arizona folk or ethnic music, by purchasing all the available
recordings of Native American music from Arizona. The importance
of this action cannot be overestimated, and will grow with time.
This Indian material is complemented by a set of 1926 recordings
of Hopi songs which the Music Library recently transferred to the
Archives.

Fieldwork has concentrated, as it has in the past, on cowboy and
corrido traditions, fiere the results have been small but
significant deposits in the Archives.

Griffithhasgivenanaverageofslightlymore thanone lecturea
week, to groups on campus, in Tucson, and in nine other Arizona
communities. Six questions concerning regional folklore come to
the Center on the average day. We have consulted on six Arizona
festivals and Griffith has served on an Arizona Commission on the
Arts panel. The Center has cosponsored Tucson Meet Yourself and
an on-campus lecture on Yaqui music, and sponsored the Fourth
annual All-O'odham fiddle contest. 1986 saw the completion of a
year-long series of short radio programs on KUAT and the
culiminat ion after 18 months of our KUAT-TV series. Griffith has
continued to publish articles on aspects of Southern Arizona
folklore in local magazines, including the first seven issues of
CITYMAGAZINE.



I I. MAJOR STRENGThS:

Our major strength has always been the quality of the paid and
volunteer staff we have gathered at the Center. Administrative
Assistant, Grace Boyne, moves from strength to strength as a
worker, an organizer and a supervisor of paid and volunteer help.
Student Assistant Teresa Ruiz, has demonstrated great loyalty by
staying in her low paying job with us. Corrine Jymm has helped
out with clerical and filing tasks, Victoria Pendleton dubbed our
unique older recordings onto high quality tape, and Birgit Hans
has almost single-handedly brought order to the Barker
collection. Permanent volunteer staff of 17 and three people,
respectively, assist in the production of Tucson Meet Yourself
and the O'odham fiddle contest, while literally hundreds more
pitch in at the actual events. We owe our successes to the
commitment and energy of all these people.

Our task has been made possible by the wonderful cooperation we
and our projects have received from within the University Library
system. We are particularly happy about our newly-acquired
acquisitions budget.

The Center received an honor this year when GRAÑD CANYON cOWBOYS,
a videotape we assisted KUAT in the production of, won the "Best
in the West" award from a regional consortium.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitation remains what ¡t has always been: the lack of
a trained, professional Archivist. While we have made great
strides in the Archives this past year, we will never be able to
fulfill our potential for research and the dissemination of
knowledge in our assigned field until such a person comes on the
staff.

Other limitations are less dramatic but equally important. We
badly need an IBM compatible computer, so that we may begin to
computerize the Archives; we hope it will come this year. As the
Archives continue to grow, and as previously uncatalogued
materials move from boxes to files and shelves, we face a real
problem of space. This will become acute in the near future.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Future commitments include the 14th edition of Tucson Meet
Yourself and the 5th edition of the O'odham Fiddle Contest.
Negotiations are in progress for one or possibly two exhibitions
of Arizona Mexican American folk art in cooperation with Arizona
museums. The KUAT-TV series is either ended or on indefinite
"hold;" time will tell. For the rest, our policy is what it
always has been: to serve the people of Arizona by providing
accurate, respectful information concerning this region's diverse
folk and ethnic heritages. Many of our most exciting
opportunities arise on comparatively short notice; it is a part
of our job to remain able to respond to these opportunities as
they arise. In the Archive, we hope to continue adding to the
collections in significant ways and put still more of our older
material in useable form.
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LIBRARY SCIENCE COLLECTION

Annual Report 1986-1987

SUI'IMARY

The Library Science Collection, part of the University of Arizona
Library System, was created to serve the needs of the faculty,
staff and students of the Graduate Library School, a professional
training program for librarians. The collection, which includes
15,000 monographs, microfilm, microfiche and software, is known
for the depth of its serials holdings, 368 titles, and its
carefully developed subject specialties, history of books and
printing and information science. The strengths of the library
reconmend it to a wide variety of outside scholars. The collection
serves university libraries across the country with inter library
loan and reference work. Arizona's professional librarians
frequent the stacks in their continuing quest for insight and
knowledge. The library has become a comfortable haunt for
local bibliophiles, who often become University benefactors.

1987 was a year of hard work and fine tuning for the Library
Science Collection. Library school enrollment increased to
159 students, placing additional demands on a good natured
staf f. Our workers answered more reference questions and cir-
culated more books than ever before. User satisfaction, the
primary goal of the library, remained high. The Library Science
Collection sets an example for future professional librarians
by caring for patron needs at all times, even at the expense
of behind the scenes work.

In addition to satisfying our patrons the staff made good use
of available time in completing several important projects.
Student assistants relabeled four hundred books to improve
their availability to patrons. The reserve collection was
rearranged to eliminate overcrowding and enhance accessibility.
A valuable resource for ephemeral and current information, the
vertical file, was reviewed, uixated and accurately indexed
in the public catalog. The on order file was renewed and re-
arranged to allow for easier monitoring of approval plans and
order fulfillment. A major serials acquisition review was
conducted in cooperation with library professionals and library
school faculty. After careful consideration one hundred and
eight serials titles have been recommended for cancellation.
All the special projects made the collection more relevant
and easier to use.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The greatest strength of our collection is the staff. One

professional, one career staff person and four part time

students perform all the public and technical service functions

for an independent branch with 82 open hours per week. An

eager, cheerful attitude about providing the highest level of

service is necessary. This attitude is personified in the

workers at Library Science.

The interest and aid of patrons are important to the continuing

quality of the library. In 1987 suggestions for acquisitions

and improvements were made by the faculty of the Graduate

Library School. Several non-University bookpeople donated

their time and talents to the betterment of the collection.

These supporters, including Robert Anderson ('rruepenny Books),

John Ballinger (Bookpress), Robert Fleck (Oak Knoll Books),

Robert Hershoff (Bookrnan's), Jim Koster, Robert Lenoir, Robert

Pugh (Trail to Yesterday Books), and Gene and Joanne Vinik

(Gene Vinik, Books) have added immeasurably to the quality

of the materials in the collection.

Acquisition of new materials and older monograìS has strength-

ened the book collection as a tool for curriculum support.

Notable purchases on the history of children's literature,

including a signed, limited copy of Arthur Rackham' s STEEPING

BEAUTY, bibliography and printing history have enhanced the

utility of the library. To support the education of computer

literate students the library school accepted the donation

by H. W. Wilson Co. of WILSONLINE, an online computer search

training tool. WILSONLINE consists of an IBM PC, CD ROM

reader, printer, hard disc drive, software and sample Wilson

indices. Students use WILSONLINE in the library to learn

the techniques of online database searching. WILSONLINE

and the computer laboratory in the Library Science Collection

provide students with the necessary resources to become

computer literate.

The introduction of new computer material, acquisition of im-

portant monographs, and support of normal library functions

were made possible in part by an increase in the student wages

tudget. The added worker hours contributed to the innovation

and enhanced quality of the collection.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

As staff and information are the major strengths of the library,
so lack of quality work time and books are our weaknesses.
The book budget was sharply cut in 1987, limiting our ability
to develop the library collection to its potential. Many
of the items needed for developnent are scarce and become dis-
proportionately more expensive or unobtainable over time.
An increase in the book budget is imperative both to keep up
with the rising cost of current titles and to allow continued
retrospective collection development. The proliferation of
new information science serials and journals has exacerbated
the acquisition problem, since the library is unable to satisfy
requests for many of the latest titles. A collection that is
unable to meet user information needs provides less than
optimum service.

Quality reference service, collection developnent, and stack
maintenance require specially trained staff. Student assistants
perform basic labor while more sophisticated work is done by
career and professional staff. For Library Science to main-
tain the quality of its service and collection the career and
professional staff must have more uninterrupted hours to accom-
plish intricate work. There is no private office at Library
Science. The constant resultant interruptions hinder efficient
performance. The library currently occupies 2750 square feet,
though the national standard calls for 4200 square feet. The
collection needs more stack space to shelve books for ease of
use, more study space to seat an increasing number of patrons
and, above all, private office space. A combination of
separate quiet work area and increased student work hours would
enhance career and professional staff productivity and improve
the service and collection quality at Library Science.



FUTURE PLANS

In 1988 the Library Science Collection plans to acquire new
materials relevant to the curriculum, continue retrospective
collection developiient, recruit and train additional student
workers, and work toward physical expansion of the collection
area to provide stacks, seating and office space.

The staff, aided and encouraged by its patrons, will continue
to provide the best passible service to the University, the
State of Arizona, and the scholarly corrniunity.
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SUMMARY

This has been an active year for the staff of the Science-
Engineering Library. Traditional reference services are being
emphasized. End-user services provide immediate access to
bibliographic resources. Reference librarians are feeling the
implications of the current national and local emphasis on the
activities associated with collection development and faculty
liaison. The importance of the serials review is reflected in
the conscientious efforts of the staff to review serial titles
and make necessary decisions. A very active bibliographic
instruction program continues to provide needed assistance to
students in the scientific and technical disciplines.

Several personnel changes occurred during the year. Janet Fore
assumed the position of Science-Engineering / Catalog Librarian.
Adrienne Bengtson served as a temporary reference librarian
during August and September. Since November, Christine Kollen
has been serving as a temporary reference librarian. Carolyn
Saulls assumed a position in Special Collections. Carolyn's
position in CPMR has been filled by John Hix. In addition,
Jeanne Pfander assumed a maternity leave of absence for several
months.

In the Catalog Maintenance Office, processing of materials and
filing of cards continue at an active pace. The Author/Title
Card Catalog, Subject Card Catalog, and Shelf List have been
reorganized and expanded. Stephanie Aziza completed a successful
program of cross-training with Felicia Rizeq of the Serials
Department. Additionally, significant responsibility for
maintenance of the Subject Card Catalog has been assumed by the
Catalog Maintenance Office.

Service to the users of the Current Periodicals and Microforms
Room continues to be first-rate. More periodicals and microforms
have been processed; these materials are reshelved and refiled
efficiently. Periodicals and microfiche sets are continually
shifted in an attempt to cope with spatial needs. All microfiche
sets, including the industrial and military standards, are being
used extensively. As a result of the hiring freeze, Gretchen and
Cleo were really pressed to process materials and provide public
services over a four-month period. With capable staff assistance
from Kathy and Stephanie from CMO and as a result of Gretchen's
"extra" time/efforts, bibliographic assistance to faculty and
students continued over this difficult period.

The sign system for SEL is being installed. After considerable
negotiations, the "company" is responding and significant
progress is being attained. We anticipate that all essential
signs will be in place by July. Charlene's efforts and those of
the Sign Committee are appreciated.

As personnel in the Catalog Maintenance Office and the Current
Periodicals and Microforms Room continue to assist in the



performance of activities in the other unit, the staff
interdependence between these units become more evident. This
mutual support will be necessary in the implementation and
utilization of Innovacq.

Shelley, Doug, and all members of SEL and the library system
continue to provide valuable assistance and support. Carol's
assistance provides a measure of continuity for activities in and
out of the Administrative Office.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The experience, expertise, and dedication of the people in the
Science-Engineering Library comprise the major strength of the
Library. Reference librarians, with various subject specialties,
share a commitment to provide effective reference and online
services for the faculty and students of the University. The
librarians are familiar with the literature of the scientific and
technical disciplines and demonstrate an understanding of the
methodologies associated with traditional reference services and
with contemporary end-user services. Career staff are active
participants in public and technical services. They are
responsible for numerous important activities and services which
facilitate use of the collections. A commitment to quality and a
willingness to support colleagues characterize the staff of SEL.

Immediate access to a variety of essential online databases
expedites the research process for faculty and students.
Extensive use of QuickSearch and CAS Online indicates that the
end-user concept is becoming routine for users. The general
acceptance and success of QuickSearch is evident. Direct access
to AGRICOLA, BIOSIS, NTIS, and other online databases facilitates
the delivery of effective reference services. Use of the
reorganized CAS Online continues to be substantial. Students
from 25 academic departments have the opportunity to examine
articles and reports in approximately 20,000 journals and other
relevant serials in this comprehensive chemical database. Not
only do QuickSearch and CAS Online provide immediate access to
needed information, they enhance public relations with the
general academic community.

The program of Library Instruction continues to be active and
productive. Reference librarians are providing essential
bibliographic instruction for students in the
scientific/technical disciplines. Kathy Whitley participated in
the development of a writing-emphasis course for undergraduate
students. Also, several practical pathfinders have been
compiled.

The collections of the Science-Engineering Library are critical
to the services offered to users. With more than 400,000
volumes, including nearly 9,000 serial publications, faculty and
students are able to locate and utilize a considerable number of



required bibliographic resources. Additionally, several notable
microfiche sets, including NTIS, DOE, and NASA, are valuable
sources of technical information.

The increasing importance of the activities associated with
collection development and faculty liaison is a positive trend.
A measure of this importance is reflected in the time and energy
devoted to the serials review by all reference personnel.
Faculty liaison efforts facilitate communication with faculty
members and enhance collection development. The SEL Newsletter
and the CAS Online Newsletter promote liaison activity and
provide current information.

Positive relationships with other units in the library system
enhance the quality of public and technical services. We
appreciate the first-rate bibliographic assistance provided by
those participating in the Technical Services Reference
Assistance program. A productive relationship with the Science
Bibliographer in the Acquisitions Department improves the quality
of collection development. We will continue to work closely with
the Serials Department and Bindery and Preservation in the
implementation and use of Innovacq in SEL. The assistance of all
library departments is appreciated.

SEL staff are serving on several library-wide committees. All
reference librarians are participating on one or more university,
state, or national committees or task forces.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The need for additional professional positions continues to be a
significant problem for SEL. We are very fortunate to receive an
additional twenty hours of professional assistance per week. At
the same time, with an extensive schedule of reference and online
services, an active program of bibliographic instruction, and the
increasing emphasis on collection development and faculty
liaison, it is difficult for 7 reference librarians to
proficiently serve a considerable number of students and 900
faculty members from 48 scientific and technical academic
departments. First-rate service at the Reference Desk is a
priority element in an effective program of reference services.
As the librarians are serving at the Reference Desk 14-18 hours
per week, performing online searches, participating in the
program of bibliographic instruction, coordinating the activities
related to library programs, and attempting to upgrade
bibliographic skills, important responsibilities such as
collection development and faculty consultation may not receive
preferred or recommended attention. Additional reference
assistance will make a positive and significant contribution.

As the collections of SEL continue to grow, the space available
and necessary to shelve these materials decreases significantly.
Shelves are approaching 80% of capacity. More shelving needs to



be added to the general stacks. Certainly a common situation
within the library system, but necessitating attention.

FUTURE PLANS

We are excited over the opportunity to participate in the
National Agricultural Text Digitizing Project. We'll be able to
provide end-user access to several important agricultural files
via the CD-ROM format. In addition, utilization of the compact
disk technology may be feasible to provide practical access to
important bibliographic guides that are very difficult to use
manually. Specifically, the AGRICOLA database is a primary
candidate.

We need to prepare for the implementation of an online catalog.
Some reorganization of the Reference Room will be necessary to
accommodate the terminals. Impact on the staff needs to be
examined.

We need to work closely with the Serials Department and Bindery
and Preservation in the implementation of the Innovacq bindery
module in CPMR. The information available on this system will
facilitate public and technical services in SEL.

As an extension of the liaison concept, we will consider the
possibility of a "Graduate Student Consultation Service." This
will be an attempt to provide additional assistance to graduate
students who are writing a thesis or dissertation. In this
"specific" Service, a reference librarian consults with the
graduate student, giving a one- or two-hour review session,
providing instruction on online services and other appropriate
research tools that may be applicable to the student's particular
research needs. The librarian is "available" for consultation if
the student experiences bibliographic problems during the
research process.
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CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY

ANNUAL REPORT 1986 - 1987

SUMMARY

While the 1986/1987 academic year began with budget cuts in operations,
student wages, and acquisitions that reached as high as 36%, the overall
accomplishment of the Center was more positive than negative. Certainly
the budget cuts lessened the quality of the Center's programs and service
to students and the public. Exhibitions, collection management, and
access to the collections were affected most dramatically. Not all of the
reduction in services and programs were due to budget cuts. In

anticipation of the coming year of preparation of the Center's collections
(nearly one million objects that have to be inventoried) for moving to a
new facility, fewer grants and outside funding were sought. Each new
grant obviously brings with it demands on staff and resources. Budget
cuts not only affect normal operations, but have a concomitant impact upon
the Center's ability to attract and utilize outside funding.

In spite of these obstacles, the Center received gifts of 722 photographs
by 26 photographers and purchased a total of 103 works through regular
acquisitions and gift funds. Archive collections increased by 50 linear
feet, and ten in-house exhibitions were organized. Three major traveling
exhibitions (Edward Weston, W. Eugene Smith, and Aaron Siskind) brought
the Center national attention. "CBS Sunday Morning" devoted a segment of
one of their programs to the Center, and Time magazine devoted major
coverage to the Weston exhibition. A host of other national publications
like Travel and Leisure, American Airlines Magazine, and various
metropolitan newspapers also gave significant coverage to the Center's
exhibitions.

The Center also received collection development and exhibition grants for
future projects from Hitachi Corporation and the Comite Conjunto Hispano-
Norteamericano para la cooperacion Cultural y Educativa (Madrid, Spain).
The National Endowment for the Arts and the Arizona Commission for the
Arts each awarded the Center grants for exhibition and publication. Two
additional endowments for a future lecture series and artist's award were
established by the Tostenrud and Pratt families respectively. Total
grants and endowment funds received amounted to a little over eighty
thousand dollars in restricted funds.

The Center also planned and executed two major events in the month of May.
A ground-breaking ceremony involving two hundred guests and speakers,
including John Szarkowski, Director of Photography of the Museum of Modern
Art, publicly announced the beginning of construction of the Center's new
building. The next day the Center's Annual Board of Fellows convened and
undertook a ten-year review of the Center's activities and
accomplishments.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Access to the collections for students and researchers through specific
print viewing appointments and Center publications remains the major
strength of the Center's programs. Exhibition is an equally important
program; but since the Center does not have a Curator of Exhibitions, this
particular program has been more uneven in its development. During the
year the following books and guides were published: A guide to all archive
collections; a guide to the papers of Edward Weston; issue no.23 of The
Archive; a bibliography of Robert Frank; a book of Edward Weston's color
photography; a retrospective book of Edward Weston's rk, Supreme
Instants, co-published with New York Graphic Society.

International researchers came from such distinguished institutions as
Oxford University in England, Boston University, the National Gallery in
Washington, D.C., The Scottish Arts Council, the Centre Pompidou in Paris,
Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
and a number of major universities. Loans of works to institutions are
another reflection of the strength of the Center's collections.

The Center's staff is the most significant strength of the Center as great
collections are not measured by what is owned, but what is done with what
is owned. Walls and bureaucracies cannot protect what minds ignore. Staff
achievements were as follows:

Nancy Solomon, Publications Coordinator and Designer (Editor), was elected
to the Board of Directors of Tucson Pima Arts Council and serves as
Chairperson of TPAC's Arts Channel Committee.

Amy Rule, Head Archivist and Librarian, had three biographical essays
accepted for publication by The Dictionary of Art, London: t4cmillan.

Larry Fong, Registrar, was elected Treasurer of the Museum Association of
Arizona and co-organized sessions at the annual meeting on "Disaster
Planning."

Terence Pitts, Curator, was invited to serve as guest curator and author
for an exhibition and catalogue by the Amon Carter Museum and Phoenix
Museum of Art titled Photography in the American West. He also delivered
a lecture on Pictorialism at the Hudson River Museum of Art.

James Enyeart, Director, was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for research
and writing while on sabbatical. I authored three books as follows:
Andreas Feininger, Harry Abrams, publisher; Judy Dater: Twenty Years,
University of Arizona Press and the deSaisset Museum, U. C. Santa Clara,
publishers; Co-edited Henry Holmes Smith: Collected Writings 1935 -1985, a

Center publication. I wrote an essay titled The Guardian Muses for the
Bulletin of the California Museum of Photography, U. C. Riverside. I also
presented lectures on Ansel Adams, Richard Avedon, and contemporary
photography at the Phoenix Art Museum, the Rochester Institute of
Technology, and the University of Kansas. I served as the keynote speaker
for the first award program of the Tucson Business Committee for the Arts.



Major Limitations

The Center's major limitations remain lack of space and insufficient
staff. The Center's current facilities, which are spread over four
different sites on and off campus, are now so crowded that virtually every
program and operation of the Center has been diminished and adversely
affected. A complete lack of space has caused the Center to defer
acquisitions of important new collections until 1989. We are also
experiencing more negative public reactions to overcrowded public use
areas. Fortunately, the ground breaking for our new facility will help to
defer some of the growing frustration and morale problems for students,
the public, and Center staff alike.

The Center currently has five permanent staff, which is totally out of
character with the stature and responsibility of the Center as a leading
museum. The Center has not received one new staff member since 1981. The
Center has only accomplished what it has by using temporary grant staff
and student help, and that cycle is now over. Many of the tasks before us,

especially in the new building, cannot function in such an unprofessional
environment.

The Board of Fellows at their annual meeting in May requested that I
include in my annual report to the University their strong concern for
lack of staffing of the Center. It is clear that the University must
provide a sound base for the Center upon which to operate if the Fellows
are to be able to devote their goals to supplementing the opportunities
and assets of the Center. The Fellows see it as inappropriate to raise
funds for staffing and will not consider such an option. The Center's
collections have grown gradually and sensibly and the Center's
administration has done its best to fill in the staffing gaps in good
faith that efforts would be made by the University to meet minimum staff
requirements. The collections have now grown to the point that, unless
the staff is increased significantly, current staff will be reduced to the
task of caring for the collections; and no student or public service
programs will be possible.

The Center has submitted a decision package for new staff members for the
past several years. In most years, however, our decision package has had
to compete with the University Library's own decision package submission,
always to the detriment of the Center in terms of Library priorities. It
is also apparent that the Library Administration's hands are tied in terms
of any other solution to the Center's staffing needs since the Library
also has not had a new position in years. In fact, as the Center has
grown into a substantial institution itself, the competition between it
and the Library has grown uncomfortably intense over the past two years.
The majority of such difficulties circulate around staffing problems. It

is imperative that the University find means of increasing the Center's
staff before our move into a new building.



Future Plans

All of the Center's future plans depend one way or another on how and when
the staffing crisis is alleviated. The most significant task before us is
to prepare the Center's collections for transfer to the new facility. In

our twelve-year history there has never been an inventory of our holdings,
largely due to lack of staff. During the coming year all collections and
archives holdings will be inventoried, catalogued, appraised for
insurance, and specially packed for transfer and reinstallation.

It is known that the Center's thirty-six million dollar collection value
is substantially undervalued since many collections have not been
appraised at all, and most assigned values are years behind the current
market. University Risk Management is requesting an update of collection
values during the moving process, especially in view of the recent loss of
a painting from the University Museum of Art. To what extent this effort
will be possible will depend upon the Library's ability to provide
increased student wages since the Center has insufficient professional
staff to carry out the project. Student help would be devoted to
inventory, preservation, and packing, which would free professional staff
to undertake essential research and documentation for insurance
appraisals.

The Center will also produce the following publications during the coming
year: a ten-year guide to our fine print collection referencing between
forty and fifty thousand prints; a two-volume collection guide to Edward
Weston prints; a co-published book with New York Graphic Society on the
history of twentieth-century American photography; and two issues of the
Center's research series The Archive.

Finally, much of the Center's time will be devoted to the demands of
working all of the parties involved in the construction phase of the
building.
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I. Summary

As the 1986/87 fiscal year began, Special Collections
learned that Phyllis Ball, the first Department Head and
long-time Manuscripts Librarian, had decided to retire
after more than forty-two years of service to The
University of Arizona Library. Her book, A Photographic
History of The University of Arizona, 1885-1985, was
published on the eve of her retirement. In March, John
McKay, Special Collections Librarian, resigned to return
to England to pursüe a career in linguistics. He had
built the most comprehensive collection of state and
local documents in Arizona and developed a series of
widely used guides and other access tools. At year's
end the deçision was made to shift his position and the
responsibility for the acquisition of state and local
documents to the Gove'nment Documents Department.

In spite of these retirements, Special Collections
had the most consistett and efficient staffing in ten
years. Pat Etter, as temporary Manuscripts Librarian,
was the primary contributor to an inventory of the
unprocessed manuscripts backlog (314 collections; 1921
linear feet), the development of a control file and the
creation of an online access to the unprocessed collections
as well as a manuscripts accessions logbook. Sixty-four
manuscript collections were processed (including 38 by
Etter and 20 by David Robrock, Special Collections
Librarian). Roger Myers, Archivist, established
intellectual and physical control over all Morris K. Udall
Papers deposited in Special Collections to date (approx.
300 linear feet) and arranged for the shipment of an
additional 400 linear feet from the Congressman's offices
in Washington, D.C. Myers also processed the papers of
Udall's father, Levi S. Udall.

In an effort to promote its collections, the staff
mounted a number of exhibits including Travel by Train- -
Arizona Railroad Travel in Former Times (McKay); Medieval
Manuscripts in Facsimile (McKay/Hieb); Scientific Works
on Light, 1604-1920 (McKay); Arizona Statehood (D'Antonio,
O'Neil, Saulls); John Steinbeck (Hieb); Gifts of the
Friends (Hieb); Science Fiction Magazines, 1944-1961
(Robrock). Robrock developed a guide to "Science Fiction
in The University of Arizona Library" and an "Introduction
to Special Collections". Lynn D'Antonio, Library
Assistant III, developed a "Guide tó The University of
Arizona Archives" and assembled information from libraries
statewide for a union list of the Great Registers of
Arizona. All finding aids to manuscripts and archives
wére published in microfiche in Chadwyck-Healey's
National Inventory of Documentary Sources in the
United States (Robrock).



Much of the richness of any Special Collections is
the result of the generosity of others. This year
additions were made to the Harold Bell Wright, Edward
T. Hall and Ironwood Press collections, to our holdings
of the works of Haniel Long and to the general rare book
collections (e.g., Konrad Gessner's VogelbUch...ThierbUch

. .Fischbtich... Zurich, 1575-81; Beethoven's copy of
W. A. Mozart's Die Entführung aus dem Serail. Mainz,
1785). The Friends of The University ot Arizona Library
supportedthe. purchase of a number of Southwestern books
and fine press items, including the Anon Press edition
of Andrew Jackson Grayson's Birds of the Pacific Slope.
Myers supervised the preliminary processing of the
outstanding gift of the year: the papers of the novelist
Elliott Arrold (32 linear feet).

The Catalog Department processed all new acquisitions
with 050 and 090 copy and worked with Special Collections
staff in developing priorities for materials requiring
original cataloging. Robrock assumed responsibility for
Arizona/Southwest acquisitions while Hieb continued the
development of the rare book collections. Acquisition of
state and local documents continued at a consistent, high
level (McKay, O'Neil, D'Antonio). However, Serials
cataloging remained at a standstill for the third year.
Mary O'Neil, Library Assistant I, along with Etter,
Robrock, Myers and McKay provided the core of Reading
Room reference assistance throughout a consistently busy
year. D'Antonio made significant additions to the
University biographical files and initiated a program to
conserve our photographic resources. All staff
participated in the development of policy statements for
manuscripts, photographs and general reading room use.
Hieb prepared a challenge grant proposal to the National
Endowment for the Humanities to provide an endowment to
strengthen the Southwestern Collections in Special
Collections.

II. Major Strengths

Special Collections has three majar strengths--
collections, staff and an active concern for conservation
--whcíh contributes to a fourth--service.

All research collections experienced growth during
the year. The overall use of funds saw a distribution
of approximately 70% for books and àther printed materials,
25% for photographs and other visual materials and 5% for
manuscript materials.

Etter and Myers provided an ideal level of professional
staffing for manuscript/archival processing: intellectual
and physical control was created for the backlog as a



whole and significant progress was made in processing
collections. Myers provided model documents for
accessioning and processing collections while Etter
developed the control file and an on-line data base.

With four professional staff to provide reference
assistance during most of the year, D'Antonio was able
to provide the beginnings of a systematic approach to
photographic conservation.

O'Neil provided consistently outstanding contol
of our serials collections and supervised the department's
photocopy services. Although a better qualtiy photocopy
machine is needed for many projects, the availability
of a machíne contributed to daily public service.

Carolyn Saulls, Library Assistant I (half-time),
provided effective directional assistance--thereby
creating a very positive first impression of Special
Collectionsand ably maintained the catalogs in spite
of a heavy flow of filing.

III. Major Limitations

Space. The storage of all collections is nearly at
capacity. While additional staff to process manuscripts!
archives would both increase accessibility and reduce
bulk (elimination/distribution of duplicates/unwanted
materials), the overall growth of the unprocessed backlog
is increasing at a significant rate. Over 200 boxes are
now stored on floors and the receipt of 400-600 boxes
is anticipated during the next year. Although the
"Southside Addition" proposal was rejected for
architectural reasons, a new proposal with Cl serving as
a stacks area for processed/unprocessed manuscripts and
less frequently used materials brought new optimism.

Staffing. The transfer of the State and Local
Documents Librarian position to Government Documents
reduces the number of professional librarian by one FTE
or 25% of the professional reference staff. While the
gain of a 3/8s time classified staff position will help
alleviate security problems in the Reading Room, the
staff available for services and processing is at a
minimum.

Access. The Special Collections backlog of over
20,000 bibliographic items is not accessible through GEAC
nor Innovacq. At the same time, Special Collections staff
does not have access to current serials and acquisitions
information needed for accurate and effective ordering and
claiming. It is hoped--for these and other reasons--that
Special Collections will have access to a hard-wired
Innovacq terminal in the near future.



Collection Development. Continued serials inflation
has the potential of eroding nearly 40% of the monographie
budget over the next three years. An effort was made this
yearto develop a $200,000 endowment for the Southwestern
Collection. If this proposal is successful we will secure
about 20% of the funds currently needed for Southwestern
purchases.

IV. Future Plans

Co11ection Development. Specia1 Collections will
continue to define its areas of interest and plan for
their development in response to the research interests
of the University and the State of Arizona. During
1987/88 particular attention will be directed to redefining
our interests in State and Local Documents.

Accessibility. Special Collections will continue to
develop intellectual tools to increase points of access
to materials already located here. At the same time,
all new acquisitions will be included in the Innovacq
data base and new materials added to our collections on
OCLC will be included in the GEAC data base. Plans have
been developed to begin entry of manuscript collections
on OCLC.

Conservation. The University of Arizona Library has
the only adequate tempeure/humidity/lighting controlled
stack area in any major educational or research facility
in the state. Special Collections staff will continue
to identify books or other materials which require
repair or restoration and have the necessary work
accomplished. In 1987/88 particular emphasis will be
placed on heavily used materials in the History of Science.

Promotion. The staff of Special Collections will
continue to promote the knowledge and use of Special
Collections through lectures, exhibits, publications
and communication with the faculty and larger community.
The 1986/87 fiscal year has been a very rewarding one
for Special Collections in its relationship with the
Friends of The University of Arizona Library and we
plan to expand and enhance this relationship in the
year to come. At the same time, we intend to develop
a good working relationship with the Southwest Studies
Center.
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I. SUMMARY

The year has been one marked by considerable productivity in spite
of budget reductions, unstable student staffing, and reduced pro-
fessional staffing due to Charles King's sabbatical and the heavy
committee load of the department head. We saw half of our fine
student staff depart in December, saw our operations budget go
into the red in January, had our computer failure in March, but
kept on going and had a rather good year of it after all.

The start of the year was marked by the astonishing revelation
that the new Music Collection was indeed a part of the new Fine
Arts Building project after all. This meant a significant increase
in workload for the department head reworking planning documents
and preparing discussion documents. Though the project currently
languishes some three months behind schedule, the year ahead pro-
mises much continuing work on the part of all staff.

Among the accomplishments we can look back upon with a sense of

satisfaction are:
--Completion of the first phase of BANDEX (index to band

music ori recordings) (Charles)
--Completion of the analyzing of the massive ecord of Singing

(Mona)
--Development of a program to produce and mairitain computer-

generated reserve lists (Spencer, Mona)
--Splitting out the subject cards from each f our 2 card

catalogs (Serena)
---Completion of project to identify and barcode sheet music

and reorganize some overcrowded categories (Serena)
--Barcoding all the recordings received before GEAC and moving

to automated circulation for practically every part of
the collection except pop sheet music (Serena)

--Increasing access to Latin pop and School of Music lecture
documents by brief cataloging and labelling (Nora Lee)

--Completion of numerous small stack shifts to improve access
to the collections and provide growth space (all staff)

--Service outside the department by participating ini the
Library Instruction program (Mona & Nora Lee), the Cata-
loging Dept. (Serena), and Media (Nora Lee)

--Achieving proficiency in a variety of computer functions
and using a number of programs including Wordperfect,
Cataloger's Helper, and dBase II to improve the work of
the department (all staff, but especially Spencer)

Probably more than any other factor, it has been the integration
of the two new staff in the department that has made such a dif-
ference in raising the overall productivity. Their imagination,
initiative, and energy have reactivated "us old-timers" and have
been the catalysts for innumerable changes in our operations. Of
course, no small amount of credit also goes to the rest of the
tMff who have pitehei1 in rather than dug their heels in.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

As alluded to on the preceding page, the quality of the staff is

a major strength; yet, the quantity must also be mentioned.
Especially in such a year of problems with levels of student
staffing, our continued operation has often stretched us thinner
than we might like, but we have been able to provide continuous

service nonetheless. But, lest bodies and energies appear as the

sole attributes of the staff, expertise and involvement must be

mentioned. A user can literally expect to get a recommendation

for an appropriate piece to study, have assistance retrieving it
from the stacks, and get some pointers on how to perform it. It

would not be uncommon for one of us to attend the recital of
someone we have helped and congratulate the musician on his/her

performance.

The fine collections of music and recordings here in the Music
Collection, as well as the substantial reference and research
collection over at Main are regarded by those who know them as a
major regional resource. Our particularly distinctive collec-
tions of flute music, trombone music, chamber music, and pop
sheet music have made us a nationally recognized source for ref e-

rence arid interlibrary loans. e do a particularly brisk busi-
ness with the two other universities in the state and the tiniver-
sity of New Mexico.

It is especially gratifying to see the plans for the new Fine
Arts Building going ahead with the inclusion of a new Music Col-
lection as a part of it. For the staff and the preponderance of
our users, the location of our facility in proximity with the
School of Music is another plus. Frequent contact with the music
faculty and student produces many benefits, chiefly among them is
that uniting of our efforts to serve with theirs to teach or
learn.

The one distinction bestowed on a member of the staff this year
is the sabbatical granted Charles King to pursue to the writing
of a contracted bio-bibliography of the eminent Swiss composer,
Frank Martin.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

For all concerned, the major limitations are the very problems
that we hope the Fine Arts addition will rectify--the division of
the collections, inadequate listening facilities, lack of conti-
guous study and reading space, and the diminishing space avail-
able for our growing collections of recordings, books and music.
Cramped staff quarters and an overly-crowded circulation/card
catalog area also cry out for improvement. All of these aspects
of our outdated, crowded, and poorly arranged facilities have
demonstrable negative implications for the services that we are
charged to offer the faculty arid students of the University.

The current listening facility is not just too small for the
hundreds of users it must accommodate, but in its equipping and
design represents a real threat to the continued 'health" of the
collection of over 25,000 recordings.

It has not been mentioned in previous reports, but oür location
in the Music Building, though generally a strength, is also the
cause of some problems for the department, owing to the conse-
quent remoteness from the Main Library. As department head arid
participant in many committees at Main, I must be away from the
department a great deal. I note also that Music Collection staff
have been participating less and less in Library Staff Associa-
tion events.

The budget cuts across the campus have made a number of things
more difficult than they ought to be. In particular, the short-
age of funds for student wages all over the campus made it excee-
dingly difficult to recruit students for the Spring semester.
The cutting of our operations budget put us ini the position of
having to postpone projects because we could not purchase the
necessary supplies. It has also meant that the commonly poor
quality of maintenance in the building has been degraded even
more.



IV. FUTUR PLANS

Principal in our future plans is, of course, the new building.

There is much planning yet to be done, particularly for the new
listening facility, the relocation of cataloging and processing,
and the creation of a new catalog--card or online. In prepara-

tiori for the eventual installation of a book security system in
the new building, our score and record collections need to be
barcoded--a project that will take a couple of years.

Ari issue related to the new facility on which it is difficult to
put a handle is the increased staffing that will probably be
required to run the desired expanded services. For one thing,
the hours of operation will most certainly have to be increased,
since the relocated book and reference collection will need to be
available for hours that resemble those currently instituted at

Main. The greatly expanded circulation activity--including the
listening room--will draw heavily on existing staff, making them
less available for staffing the extra hours or providing the
added effort that increased processing will demand. The Music
Cataloger at Main now has 10-15 hrs/week assistance from other
Cataloging Department staff; if she is relocated, she will con-
tinue to require this assistance if her current level of output
is to be maintained. The additional effort that is expended in
the Binding/Preservation Department will have to be accounted for
as well.

To continue to live in this old facility and still provide some
space for growth, we will still have to do some major stack shíf-
ting in the next year. Making the best of the little spare space
we have requires putting more of our collection in closed stack
areas where it will unfortunately have to be paged.

As mentioned above, our two new staff members have been the cata-
lyst for extensive review of our procedures. Further use of the
computer also can mean improvements to our operations. We expect
to institute new systems for training our student workers and
managing our reserves in the fall, for example. Also, most staff
members are involved in producing policies and procedures docu-
ments for their areas on the word processor.
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